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ABSTBACT 
Asstraing spherical synwetryt an approxinAte fona of the current-
volta0e r e l a t i o n ^ i p has been derived f o r a single point and the 
constants involved werifled «)Q^ rittentally i n the labc»%toryf 
under controlled conditions* 
Itben a single point was replaced by a aniltiple-point systes 
the t o t a l point^discharge currant through the l a t t e r was fmmd 
t o be a function of the point separation and the clearance of 
the points frora the M»T» plate* fbe current through a systea of 
iBUltiple-polnts of d i f f e r e n t s t a r t i n g voltages obeyed an a^ )rox;imat« 
cube law* l a t e r derived t h e o r e t i c a l l y , a i n i l a r t o the case <a 
trees ai^S «toll plants* 
The f r a c t i o n of the point - discharge current i n a l i v i n g tree 
bypassed thro u ^ i a low resistance galvamMseter has been found to 
increase with t o t a l point^discharge current t because the i«podanes 
of the tree i n between the two eledtrodes increases and the 
reactance of the bypassing c i r c u i t decrc»ases* 
1%ie resistance of the tree was found t o increase w i t h time a f t e r 
application of the voltage and also t o increase % r i t h deereasing 
voltage when laeasureBusnts were made of steady currents! no such 
e f f e c t was observed w i t h instantaneous currents* 
Ihe e f f e c t of tite wind on the point-discharge cttrrent through 
a s x f ^ l e as w e l l as aultipl»»point systes has been studied* The 
r e l a t i o n between tho point-discharge currentt point voltage and wind 
spted has been derived a a p i r i c a l l y , using a nethod of m t l t i p l e 
regression ioialysis* 
ttm quantity of charge per pulse* as calculated fro» the 
( v ) 
ra>tio of tha average currant end frequency of the pul ses^ vea 
alwaya found t o be oraatar than that calculated by Intagratins 
the pulse over the t i a e of decay* Whsn a wind waa applied 
p a r a l l e l t o tho electron current, the quantity of chareo par 
pulse increased l i n e a r l y a t f i r s t and then reached a 
aaturation atinQ^i a very high w i i % i waa hotrevar needed to gat 
avty notieable affect*; 
CHAPTER 1 
1*1 The Iwpprtance of Point»Discharoe i n Ataospheric E l e c t r i c i t y 
Atnosphoric E l e c t r i c i t y i a concenrad with the study of the 
e l e c t r i c a l ^tonen^ion of the atoosidiere between two concentric 
conducting surfaces, the t»gatively charged earth and tba 
po s i t i v e l y charged ionosphere, which fomthe two plates of a 
S E ^ r i c a l cendenaer, having as d i e l e c t r i c the poorly cmiducting 
ateiesi^ere* 
During f i n e weather, there i s current of positive e l e c t r i c i t y 
cowing to earth, tending to neutralise i t s negative bozmd chargej 
calculations shows that tixis conduction current would neutral iza 
the bound charge i n a natter of a few Minutes* On the other 
hand there i s no mich loss of charge* So there oust be other 
processes bringing negative charge' to earth* 
WILSCW (1920) was the f i r s t t o realise that the mseativa 
charge a r r i v i i ^ at the earth*e surface, i n regions experiencing 
stonsy weather, would coapensate the positive charge a r r i v i n g 
i n regions experiencing f i n e weather* 
Thero are four main processes by which charge can reach 
8ECTI0H 
the earth* 
(a) Conduction Currents 
(b) Poiteit-Klischarge Currents 
(c) P r e c i p i t a t i o n Cuirents 
(d) Lightning Currents 
I n order that the charge on the earth should renain 
constant, i t i s essential that the effects of these four 
l^^ocesses imtst c a i ^ e l one another out* Several worfcers who 
made an estimate f o r the i ^ l e of the earth's surface, found 
an excess of negative charge brought to earth, and they ware 
of the opinion that t h i s neutralized the excess of positive charge 
i n nonostomy rogio|)s and ^ s e r t s * 
UVBiMElX <1927) was the f i r s t t o point out t h a i the point-
discharge i s an important foetor i n the transfer of charge frea 
elmids to earth i n disturbed weather* Several otiier people 
l i k e WHIPPLE and SCRASE (1936), aflPLOfOSAR (1940) and CHALHEltS 
and L i m s (1947) allsaieed a r t i f i c i a l Btetel points i n the 
atiBOsirfiK^re t o heights of 8*12 netres, and laeasured the t o t a l 
clmrge brought t o earth ever considerable periods of t i o e * A l l 
re s u l t s show an excess of negative charge to positive charge 
i n the r a t i o approximately 2 • 1* Proa tho t o t a l excess of 
charge ahd an estiaate o f the nuidmr of «K}uivalent points per 
square kileiBeteri the t o t a l charge brought to earth was 
coBjMited* I t i s i n t h i s extrapolation froa a single a r t i f i c i a l 
point t o the matber of s i s i l a r i w i n t s per square k i losMtter that 
the d i f f i c u l t i e s and variations i n the assesratents occurf as 
i t i s now confiraed i n the present work that there i s a great 
deal o f difference between a single point and s u l t i p l e a r t i f i c i a l 
l ^ i n t s and that there i s a great deal of difference between these 
and a single ^ee or groups of t r e e s * Estiaateil thereforsf 
based on neasturosents made wit h single points w i l l not be very 
r e l i a b l e * 
SCKONLAND (1928) i n South Africa, drcuivented the d i f f i c u l t i e s 
of working with a r t i f i c i a l points by mnmting a ssall tree, 
tjnoical of those i n the neighlwurhoed, on insulators and neasuring 
tho f l o w o f charge to e a r t h * His results gave a •nxisMi point-
3 
discharge current density of oalCA/s , under the centre of an 
8 
active cloud, nhich i s considerably higher than the 0^8A/B 
S t a i n e d at Cambridge and the 0*013A/B^ at Kev, because the tree 
used by bin was nore exposed and consequently a laere effective 
discharging el«Knt than the average tree i|> the neighboturlwod* 
Several workers have oude Indirect detensinationa of 
e f f e c t i v e separation of the discharging points,as an exanple. 
SX»S^OH (1949) fr^ the aeasureoents of r a i n current and 
SMITH (1951) tr&a the potential gradient chaises due to near 
l i g h t n i n g flashes* CHALMERS (1953) used a simple dipole fo r a 
f o r the thundercloud t o account f o r the potential gradients at 
the earth*s surface and was able to deduce the effective 
separation of points* 
1*3 The Nature of Point«Discharae 
Consider an earthed pointed conductor, situated i n a 
positive e l e c t r i c f i e l d * When the f i e l d i s low, there i s a 
condtcticat current, carried by i<MQS produced aainly by radioactive 
Bubstames and by cosmic rays* I f the f i e l d i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
strong, the li n e s of force becog» concentrated at the point 
end the f i e l d i s strong enough f o r an electrcoi to gain s u f f i c i e n t 
energy to disrupt the aeleculos with which i t c o l l i d e s , and t h i s 
w i l l produce a fresh ion and electron* The SABG process aay 
occur i n the next nean free pa'Ui and i t w i l l be seen that the 
nusiber of ions present can be considerably a u l t i p l i e d , and i t i s 
even aore so i f the itms o f both signs can produce ionisation 
by c o l l i s i o n s * 
I n a positive potential gradient the positive ions aove 
i n t o the point, forming the point-diacharge current while the 
negative iena move away froa the point and fora a space 
charge, whicdi has the ef f e c t of reducing the potential 
gradient near the point, since the li n e s of force end 
on these ions instead of on the point* This my continue 
u n t i l the po>rtentiai gradient i s so mvsh redtwed that 
ionisation by c o l l i s i o n s no longer occurs and the discharge 
ceases* As the l a s t lens are neving o f f , the f i e l d again 
ri s e s t o i t s o r i g i n a l high value and the whole process nsw 
repeating i t s e l f * This shews that under suitable conditions, 
the point-discharge occurs i n a series of pulses* These 
were f i r s t studied by THICH£3< (i93B} who found that they 
occur very regulnrly ^'J^rn the point i s the negative electrode* 
Tho process i s ei s i i l a r when the point i s positive 
w i t h respect t o i t s surroundings, except that wfien the 
potential gradient i s near cmset potential there are 
'inductive k i < ^ * with soBetisms small and irregular pulaesg 
f o r higher potential gradients the current becoaes nere steady* 
1*3 Point Disbharpe Current Pawn^Trees 
Most of the research work which baa been carried out 
on point discharge currents i n Atoospheric E l e c t r i c i t y has been 
concerned with currents f l o v i n g dewn elevated a r t i f i c i a l points* 
{ l e l a t i v e l y very l i t t l e work seeas to have been carried out i n 
the investigation of point discharge currents dotm natural 
objects, especially trees* 
SCMC^ UND (1928), oounted a saall tree, a tb^rnbush 
about 12ft* high, on insulators and aaasured the flow of 
c u r t a t e to earth by neans of a galvaneaeter* Kis results 
suggest that the current i s aore nearly proportional t o the 
cube of the f i e l d than to the square law usually found f o r an 
a r t i f i c i a l . ' i i o i n t * 
KII^HAH (1956) attemtftd, largely unsuccessfully, t o 
neasure ciurrents down a lime tree, by using two conducting 
bands and shorting out ttoa section of the tnoik between then 
w i t h a low resistance galvaneflM»ter* 
When point discharge occurs, equal nuabers of icms of 
both'i signs are j^ducod close to the point, those of the saae 
sign as the potential gradient aove i n t o the point, while thoam 
of the opposite ai^n nave with the wind and decrease the 1 < ' 
potential gradient t o leeward of the point* MAl^ I . CHALMERS ( 1 ^ ) 
att«»pted t o use t h i s nethed t o measure, i i ^ i r e e t l y , the point* 
discharge currant dmm a tree* Tbs results obtained sihoweA that 
A sycamore tree i n f u l l leaves gives no measurable e f f e c t , 
even idten the p o t e n t i a l gradient reaches 5000V/B* Bat on 
the ether band f o r ash and poplar t r e e s , net i n l e a f , the 
discharge appears to cenMence a t about the saBo value o f 
p o t e n t i a l g r a d i e n t as f o r a single p o i n t of the saae height* 
HllMm & aiALMEHS (196I) bypassed through a low 
re s i s t a n c e galvamniMter, seat of the c u r r e n t down a tree, 
by using leads i n t o i t a t two d i f f e r e n t heights* They also 
Bade neasureoKtnts en an a r t i f i c i a l p o i n t n e a r l y ef abeut the 
sane height as t h e tree and showed t h a t the c u r r e n t through 
a l i o e tree i s ccaparable w i t h ^ l a t through the p o i n t but 
s t a r t s at a higher p o t e n t i a l gradient* Using the sasie s o r t 
Qf e l e c t r o d e systesa ETTE (1966(b)) found t h a t the bypassed 
c u r r e n t i s only a f r a c t i o n e f the whole c u r r e n t throtigh 
the t r e e , though t h i s f r a c t i o n was constant ever a pe r i o d 
s u f f i c i e n t l y leng f o r the arrangeoents t o provide a usef u l 
measure f o r t h e point-discharge c u r r e n t i n i t * 
CilAlMIRS (1963(b)) found t l i a t when the p o t e n t i a l 
g r a d i e n t i s v a r y i n g very r a p i d l y , such as a f t e r a close l i g h t n i n g 
s t r o k e , tho c u r r e n t s through a t r e e and through a Batal j ^ i n t 
do not correspond, instead the tree appears t o behave as a 
resistaiRre capacitance element of t i a e constant about 90 sec* 
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CHALHERS (1964) and STTe (1966a) found that the tree i s 
trat a single resistance - capacitance eleaent of ana ti a e -
constant but i n f a c t behaves s i a i l o r t o that o f an anomalous 
d i e l e c t r i c having a saries of tii» •* constants, i n i t i a l l y of 
the order of seconds and then of the order of days* 
Ions produced a t trees froa point discharge have been 
detected as space charge by BENT, COLLIN, HUTCHINSON and 
CHALMERS (I965)* 
I n a l l the laeasuroMmts aade so f a r , (except that of 
HAXJHD h CHALMl^) i^ere no coH^lication arises due to displaceaent 
currents, no accoiint was tfii^un of tlie displaeeamnt currents 
which can be quite appreciable, during periods of rapidly changing 
potential gradients such as cecoapany li g h t n i n g discharges, on 
aceomt of the large surface area of a tre e , especially when 
I n l e a f . ETTE (l966d) derived t h e o r e t i c a l l y the *effective 
area*, of traes of siaple shapes and hence found the magnitude 
of the displaeeoent currents p i ^ e d up by then during known 
{»tential gradient changes* (to snggested that the aagnitude 
of the displacement currents could be as large as the pure point-
discharge current and could cause large errors i n tho aeasiuraaents 
of point*^ischar8a currents i n large trees through neglecting the 
disploceaent currents* 
1*4 Point-Piscliay'ipe and the Nunber and Separation o f Points 
I t has long been recognised t l i a t the pheiraoenon ef p o i n t -
discharge f r « B trees and other natural and a r t i f i c i a l pointed 
objects tsust f o r a an i n p o r t a n t item i n the transfer ef 
e l e c t r i c i t y froa clouds t o earth* 
The idea}|of obtaining the point-discharge c u r r e n t 
d e n s i t y from the current through a s i n g l e point and the 
estiaated nuo^r of l i k e points i n a given area, gave r i s e 
to a nuBd>er of experiaents with B U l t i p l o p o i n t dlschargere* 
Several woxicera, who t r i e d t o ceapare the point-discharge 
currents from o u l t i p l e - p o l n t systess with those frea i s e l a t e d 
points of heights and dinsnsiens s i a i l a r to those of the 
i n d i v i d u a l points i n the syetens, found a l t o g e t h e r c o n t r a d i c t o r y 
r e s u l t s * 
The apparent discrepancies i n the v a r i o u s nnasuroMtnts 
both i n the atmesj^ere and i n the l a b o r a t o r y have been largely 
resolved through t h e recent i n v a s t i g a t i o n a which have shewn t h a t 
there i n general exists a ' c r i t i c a l * v o l t a g e at which the 
t o t a l poiat-discharee current f r e a t h e n i l t i p l e points equals 
t h a t fr«B on isolated point e f s l a i l a r height and diacmslMUi* 
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Below t h i s voltage the o u l t i p l e point system gives less current 
than the isolated pointt while above i t the s i t u a t i o n i s reversed, 
Horeover the s t a r t i n g voltages of points i n a a u l t i p l e point 
discharger depend upon the r e l a t i v e sepeuration between the 
points to the clearance of the t i p s frea the ^upper H«T* plats* 
1*3 Conclusion 
Previous investigators have shown that the atnosi^eric 
point discharge current, especially through natural points i«e* 
trees, i s a iKtJor contributor t o tho aaintenance of tho earth*B 
negative char^* 
town n u l t i p l e points are substituted f o r a single a r t i f i c i a l 
p o i n t , the current through tho f o r r o r depends upon the ssp&ration 
between the points* Itereover the s t a r t i n g voltages of points 
i n a o u l t i p l e - p o i n t systea i s a function o f both the clearance 
f o r each ^ i n t as well as the separation between the points* 
For a tr e e , i t i s possible t o short c i r c u i t a f r a c t i o n 
of the current flowing down i t by leads i n t o i t at two d i f f e r e n t 
levels but i n t h i s case an account should be taken of the 
displaceaent currents especially f o r trees of large surface 
areas, during periods of ra p i d l y changing potential gradients* 
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I n spite of th« Varietts contributidna by sevaral workerst 
««pCEei«J[l3r the recent enes by ETTS, vary l i t t l e l a known 
about complex pIiefitMMttien of pointodlschorgs curr«ntai down 
trees* So the present investlgatione are intended ee • 
ft t r t h a r c ontrlbtitien to that etudy* 
iZ 
He^sureasents wi t h a Simle l»oint 
2«1 Introduction 
As tho potentidl i s increased between a point and a plane 
gapf the li n e s o f force beeoaae concentrated at the point and 
ionissatien by o e l l i e i o n takes place* Tbia gives r i s e t o point* 
discharge currents, l y i n g i n the order o f a aicroaapere at 
r e l a t i v e l y lo» potentials, frequently tmsteady or f l u e t w u t i ^ 
near onset or threshold potential* For snail potential increases 
above threshold, the i^int<*disoharoe current ineredses l i n e a r l y 
w i t h p o t e n t i a l * This i s called the (Sinvs L«w regia»* With 
increase i n p o t e n t i a l , the disehsrge also gonorally becoaes More 
stable land steady* At t h i s stege, depending upon pressure 
and the nature of the gas, I m i n e s i t y of sose form or other 
appears near the point* Thereafter the current increases sooevhat 
fas t e r than l i n e a r l y , approaching a p«urabelic increase with 
p o t e n t i a l * Depending en the gap, the current and potential can 
be increased by contsiderable nargins u n t i l a point i s reached 
y i e l d i n g a ccnsplote breakdown of the gap« to a transient are 
through the oedius of a spark with a b r i l l i a n t l y Itainous channel 
at the higher pressure* The breakdown t o a sparfe usually occurs 
at voltages f r o n two t o si x tines that f o r onset of the f i r s t gl«r 
and current* 
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ISxcept at r e l a t i v e l y low pressureai the luminous 
noni/estationa at the |>oint near threshold £er low currents 
take on varieue cbAracteristic shapes auch as gle«rs» eniltiple 
spotSt haleesi coronasi brusheSf etreomers etc* I n cease<itwneo« 
these luainous manifeatatitma give t o the phenonanon the general 
mma coronas* I t cosies froa the French word COtM»)N£, l i t e r a l l y 
cro»n, which t y p i f i e s one of the various foms observed* 
I n the l a t ^ a t o r y aieasur«»«nts of point^Klleeharge, i t i s 
generally accepted (see 1>0£B 1965) that the current fn» a point 
t o a plane gap. obey a relationship of the f e r a i * 
X « AV (V-Vo) 
where An a constant c l i a r a c t e r i s t i c of the geeaetry of the point, 
i t s position i n the f i e l d cmd the ionic n o b i l i t y * 
Vipso voltage a t vhich the discharge s t a r t s , which i s p r i a a r i l y 
governed by ttim d i s t r i b u t i o n of e l e c t r i c f i e l d i n the innediate 
v i c i n i t y of the point, so i s dependent upon the radius and 
condition of the point* 
the investigations descried i n t h i s chapter sainly deal 
w i t h an apprexieate theoretical derivation of the above r e l a t i o n 
and i t s exparioental v e r i f i c a t i o n * 
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2,2 Mathomaticfll Derivation of I « AV(V-Vo) 
For co-aatial c y l i n d r i c a l goonotry XOtfNSfiND ( I 9 l 4 ) derived 
oatheoatically, a current-voltage r e l a t i o n of the fern X - AV(V-Vo) 
where the sytAols have the usual neanings* 
For a point-plane gap, the solution of t h i s probleo 
i s exceedingly tedious natheisatically* LOEB et a l (1950) 
carried out the solution umiaerically f o r d i f f e r e n t r a t i o s of the 
length of the gap al<mg the axis to the radius of the point* 
On ce r t a i n asaunqjtions, CilALMERS (1962a) has derived an 
approsiaate r e l a t i o n of the above form i n the following wayt-
Wo consider a region of constant potent i a l , into which 
i s inseirted a point raaintained at earth potentiol (without 
the inconvenience of conducting leads)* the picture obviously 
has spherical syostetry once the leads are neglected* I n 
addition, any recosibination effects^^hicti these ions becoise 
large ions with a consequent reduction i n o o b i l i t y , are ignored* 
Let the surroundings be at a negative potential with respect 
t o the point and a steady state i s reached, i n which s u f f i c i e n t 
ions leave the neighbourhood of the point to carry the current* 
15 
Ttio times concerned are large coaparod with the lengths of 
Trichal pulses* 
Let us suppose that the f i e l d strength Xo needed f o r 
ioni s a t i o n by c o l l i s i o n s i s reached everywhere w i t h i n a distance 
' f i ! f r r a the point, so that the whole sidiere of radius 'a* around 
the point i s p l e n t i f u l l y supplied with ions and can be considered 
to be at the saoe potential as the point i * e . at zero potential* 
Consider a sphere of radius r with centre at the point* 
Lot X bo f i e l d strength at i t s perijdiery* I f there are n positlvo 
ions per u n i t volume each c a r r y i i ^ a charge e, the current outward 
through the sphere i s (using M*K«S* units) 
I -4Ti'renews ( i ) 
where w « a o b i l i t y of positive ions* 
I n a steady stote Z i s the sane f o r a l l such spheres* 
Prcm Poisson*s Law 
4Ti'r^ne • 6 ^ 4'n'r^) (2> 
Bliisinating ne between ( l ) and (3) we get 
i . 4 T r c £ ( A ) 
Putting r ^ - t we get 
, / 4'n'tffe d j 
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Upon integration. 
12rw6 * 2 
Putting the value of y • r ^ , we get 
rrr-
61" w 6 r 
I * .,2 I 
• C, • 
6'irw£ 
K2 
or X » K. ( r ) " ^ (5) 
Therefor© 
(X 
• F i e l d a t distance b from the point 
« F 
The theory applies only t o concentric spheres but by asking 
c e r t a i n approxiisations we can extrapolate the theory to apply 
t o a point-plane system, having the point t i p situated at a 
distance b froa the plane, 
• • ve can w r i t e 
F . K ( b ) " * (4) 
Now fr o n (3) by integrating wo get 
j -X dr . - K f * * ( r ) " ^ dr 
Mb* . .4) or Vn'2K 
P 
Whero V i s the voltage of the surroimdings w i t h respect t o the P 
point, which we sha l l c a l l as the point voltage, to distinguish 
17 
i t tr<m the plate voltage denoted by V* 
I f we neglect with respect t o 'b*, we get 
V . - 2K b^ (5) P 
Eliminating *b* between (4) and ( 5 ) , we get 
p • F " 6Tr w 6P • 
or I - - 3'i''w£ PV P 
By assuoing a ^ b, we hnve neglected the f a c t that there 
i s a ninimaa value of below which no point-discharge occurs* 
Therefore, approxinately, we can r e c t i f y t h i s by re p l a c i i q 
by (V^ • ^op^* negative sign s i g n i f y oterely that there i s 
a pos i t i v e cturent outward f o r negative potential difference 
outward* 
**. X • 3Ti W6P (V^ - V ) P op 
NowV - V « § , P » ^ P D • D 
Where V o Plate voltage i n v o l t s 
H • Height of the point i n metres 
O m Distance between the H*T* and earth plates i n n t r e s * 
Therefore, I » 5^W £ ("^ ) * V (V - Vo) 
• A»V» (V w Vo) (6) 
Where A m3^^e ("o> 
TT 
- 1.23 X 10*** ( ) 
D2 
5b 
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Because £ « 8.85 x *o"p/a « » » 1»5 x lo"^ M*K*S* w i i t s 
I f H a 5 X l o " ^ m, D « 10 X 10''^ B 
then A >> 6.25 x lo"*^ 
2.5 B«periiaent<a V e r i f i c a t i o n of I » AV (V-Vo) 
To veriity the above r e l a t i o n , a very simple fora of 
apparatus was used* Various points of d i f f e r e n t dieaeters 
fr<Mn 0*005 ciB to 0*40 CB were used. The point-discharge was 
induced i n the point, by «»unting i t i n an a r t i f i c i a l f i e l d 
between two p a r a l l e l plates, each about 6? cn i n diaaeter, spaced 
about 10 ca apart* Ihe point-discharge current was aeasured with 
' a galvanoneter, as the potential of the upper plate was increased 
i n steps upto a omxiauia of about - 50 KV and then decreased i n the 
a$mi steps to zero* I n each case, the distance between the 
p a r a l l e l plates i . e . D « 10 €:a and the height of the point 
i«e* H B 5*0 ce. Soao of the results f o r positive potentials 
on the upper plate (negative points) are shewn i n table (2*1)* 
The results f o r the negative potentials are s i a i l a r hut the value 
of A i s always saaller and Vo greater* 
The f i g . (2*1) shews the graphs of I/y versus V and the 
table 2*2 shows the experinental values of A and Vo f o r d i f f e r e n t 
points. 
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Table (2*1) 
iV (KV) 
_ Point-Discharge C u ^ n t inAA f o r Diffetent Points ^  
t (0*005) i (0*030) t (0*035) i (0*156) X (0.249) ^ (0.394) 
50 
47.5 
45 
42.3 
40 
37«5 
35 
32.5 
30 
a7»5 
25 
22*5 
20 
17.5 
i ia*5 
I 
i 10 
7 
143.92 
128*50 
114,37 
100*23 
87*38 
75.82 
64.25 
55.26 
46*26 
37.78 
30.84 
24*16 
18.50 
13.36 
9*00 
5*65 
l'.03 
134.93 
120.79 
106*66 
93*81 
82*24 
70*68 
61*68 
51*40 
42*41 
34*18 
27.50 
21.53 
16.06 
11.05 
7.20 
4.11 
1*54 
128*50 
114*37 
102*80 
89*95 
78.39 
66.82 
56.54 
47.55 
40.09 
32.25 
25.57 
19.53 
14*14 
9.38 
5.65 
2*98 
0.51 
118.22 
102.80 
92.52 
78.39 
68.11 
56.54 
47.55 
SI8*55 
30*58 
23*39 
17*22 
11*82 
7.20 
3.19 
115.65 
100.23 
387.38 
74.53 
61.68 
48.83 
38.55 
29.04 
20.56 
13.11 
6.17 
113.08 
97.66 
8s. 24 
66.82 
51.40 
40.09 
29.30 
20.05 
9.25 
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Table (2 .2) 
Theoretical A » 6.25 x 10 -14 
Point 
?. 
Gianeter 
(c«) 
A X 10 Vo X i d ' 
f 
1 s t e e l needle 0.005 6*43 5.6 
1 PlatinuEs wire 0.030 6*21 7.25 
j n steel Point 0*035 6.32 9.0 
I. 
! n 
r 
0*156 6.67 14*5 
Henispherieal 
i steel point 0*249 8,18 21*7 
) 0*594 9*60 26*25 
tbm coepttrison of the results show quite c l e a r l y that 
the experiBontal values of A agree f a i r l y well with the corresponding 
-l4 
theoretical value ( » 6*25 x 10 ) with sone s l i g h t increase f o r 
very t h i c k points* 
The exp^inents were rejpited, using the sane set of d i f f e r e n t 
disrooter points, to f i n d out the v a r i a t i o n of A with the height H 
of the point* As a ty p i c a l case, the results f o r the steel 
needlo of d i a ^ t e r 0*005 en are t^aotm i n the table ( 2 . 3 ) . The 
height of the point was varied f r o n 2 ca to iScm, keeping D constant 
equal to 20 cm. 
to 
1 u o 
a t I 
M 
a -
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2«^^oiS ^ Q M M I f N * * • * * * * * *>4*^K\t< 
n o 
• * • • • • • 
V* Q Q V* ^ 
r-vc « 
* * 
S CO t f \ Q p^»• tA 
l A ^ tA ?S N rt f l * 
(4 
C4 
o* 
e4 CO T« t * . ^ « ffV 0^ 
* « * * * * « * * « * * v 9 ^ 0 ) NO ^ tA 
•4*ts>rtsOO<?P^>A««r«>-ii<<^*** * * * 
5 ^ ^ • S i ^ O O ^ ^ J ^ t A l A W O - ^ 
• * * * ^ ^ * ^ ^ P ) ^ f f > C S»Jrt 
n 
Q CO tAIA »A 
. • * * * •no»ii»«r»f\<rii">i»w Q C 0 O ^ C } < K i • • * * * • • * • 
lA r - a -? tA 
tf\ t A ^ uS r*. o 
v O t n C A r ^ O * * * * * * * * * * 
• tA«AtA«*l f\\acOT<lAO^«#OvOCJ * • * • • * • • • * * * • • 
0 > C O t v O l A « 3 ' » ' S t ' S o i » * r « r t O O 
lA lA * 
«A tA * 
lA 
• 
lA 
r i l A c S o t i c A W Q t ^ l A W Q r ^ t A ^ n N N tH 0 i 4 ' ^ ^ - 5 l A t A l A t A N e J W N * * « ^ » * r l T < r J n * 5 
lA 
o^ eo i^o l A ^ (A 
GRAPH OF A VERSUS H 
Expcrnnental 
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Jho values of A and Vo were evaluated (as described above) 
f o r each height, f r o n the grains of 1 versus V and are shown 
V 
i n the t i d i l e ( 2 . 4 ) . Fig* (2*2) coB^paros the graphs of 
experinental and theoretical values of A f o r d i f f e r e n t heights 
of tlie point* 
Table (2*4) 
(c») 
Vo 
(KV) 
» I . I , 
Values of A 
Expsrioental Theoretical 
2 .0 15.00 -14 0*35x10 0.63x10"*^ 
i 
3.0 10.75 0*55 0.94 
4.0 8.75 0.78 
! 
1.25 
5.0 7*00 0.97 1*56 
9.0 6*25 1.57 2*19 
10.0 5.50 2.86 3.12 
12.5 4*25 4.80 3.91 
15.0 4*00 9.41 4.69 
18.0 2*80 29.00 5.63 
For sisaller heights, the experinental values of A 
ore siBallor than the corresponding theoretical values, but as 
H becooes roughly equal to D, both the values are equal. On 
2 
the other hand, f o r very large valuos of H, the experinental 
values are very n»jch greater than the corresponding theoretical 
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values* The reason for theae dev^i^ations esay be due to 
the fact that the ossunption of spherical syracatry is not 
valid, as wo eove to either extr^se* 
PiO*(S«3) shows the variation of Vo versus K ifhich i s 
quite In agreeosnt with the previous workers* 
Finolly the experiment. ' was repoAtedf to ciwpare the 
value of A for positive and negative fields* Table (2*5) 
shows soae of the results for a plutimso point of diaotstsr 
equal to 0«03 ca for H » 5 ccb and D a 20 om* The f i g * 
(2*4) shews the graph of ^  versus V for both positive and negative 
V 
fields* The value of A i s greater for positive fields than 
for negative fields* i n agreement with the theory because the 
mobility of the negative ions is greater than that of the 
positive i ^ i a * 
2*4 Conclusion 
AssisBing the spherical synnotry, an approxiaate fom of the 
current-voltage relationship i s derived* For H / 0, there 
a 
seema to be a f a i r l y good agreeawnt between the theoretical and 
experiaental resultsf the value of A is approxinataly independent 
of tha diaateter of the point (except for very large diasieters) 
24 
V(KV) Point Discharge Current ( a a ) 
• Vo point * Ve point 
50 - 16,83 
47.5 • 11.18 15.03 
45 • 9.77 13.11 
43.5 
• 8.61 11.57 
40 7.45 10.02 
37.5 6.30 8.48 
35 5.14 7.20 
52,5 4.24 5.91 
30 i 3.42 4.75 
27.5 
I 
» 2.62 3.86 
25 
I 
I 1.95 2.93 
22.5 1 1.37 2.13 
20 i 0.85 1.46 
17.5 0.37 0.89 
15 0.36 
and increasoa rapidly for larger values of H« this say be 
due to the divergence froa the aseuaption of spherical 
synraetry. Moreover Vo increases as H decreases, i n ogreciasnt 
v i t h the previous workers. 
25 
f'inally the compariaon of the values of A for ^ ve and -
ve fields sttovs that i t i s greater for the fomer because the 
mobility of negative ions is nere than that of the positive 
ionst the value of Vo is sisaller for positive fields than for 
negative f i e l d s . 
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CHAPTER I I I 
3.1 Measureaenta with Multiple Points 
Introduction 
I t has been pointed out i n Chapter I that the conparison 
of point-discharge currents f k ^ isolrated points with those 
froa nmltiple points of sisiilar or arbitrary configurations 
have i n the past led to apparently contradictory conclusions. 
CHIPLOfOUn (1940) used a group of foUr points, arranged 
in a square, each about eight inches long and aeasured the 
point discharge currents and sioultaneous potential gradients. 
He found that the total current through the four points was 
noticeably less than through the single'^Mint i n the oaise 
potential gradient. On the other hand, SIVAIumKinSHNAN (1957) 
found, under sonewhat similar conditions, a greater current 
froB four points than from one. 
CHALMERS 6 MAFLESON (1955) set Up points above a 
captive balloon and found that eight points, arranged with 
seven i n a regular heptagon of side 15cm and the eighth at 
the centre, gave about half the current given by a single 
point, i n the some potential gradient and wind speed. However, 
8ELIN (1948) i n the laboratory ezperiaents used groups of seven 
and thirteen sioilar points i n an a r t i f i c i a l electric f i e l d 
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between two parallel plates and found that, i n the sobs electric 
f i e l d , the tBUltiple point systmii gave siere current than an 
isolated point of the seae height* 
£TTB (19{}6e) used a aultiple point systeta of arttitrary 
configuration where the starting voltage has different values 
for different points and found that the starting voltage 
increases, as the points become closer, and that, for any 
one separation of points, there i n general exists a *cross> 
over* or ' c r i t i c a l * voltage, at which the total point-discharge 
current froa the oultiple-points equals that fr«w an isolated 
point* Below this voltage the mltiple-point systea gives 
less current than the isolated point | while above i t the 
situation i s reversed* He extended this concept of cross-over 
voltage to the trees to disCuss their discharge efficiency 
in thu atffiosi^re, i n relation of i ^ t a l points of coaparable 
heights* 
ETTB (1966f) found both theoretically and experiiaentally 
that the starting voltages ef points i n a two-point discharger 
iiM:reasd linearly with clearance f s r each point at fixed separations} 
while at fixed clearance an inverse relation exists between the 
starting voltages and the separation for separations greater than 
H H ' — -
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E 
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about ico. On the othda* hand for separatifHis bolow 0<nM» 
c r i t i c a l value, determined by the clearance end the dinenslons 
of the pointa, he found a general decrease in starting voltage 
with decrease in separation. Finally BlfE (19660) studied the 
point^^discharge pulses i n individual points ih a noltiple 
peint^discharger and found that each point preserves the 
sagnitude of charge i n esoh f r i c h e l pulse for various point 
separationat except at separations of the order of 0«lca an 
increase i n charge per pulse was observed, which he attributed 
to the iKttuftl interaction between the points. 
S« the aim of the jHresent iavefstigations is to resolve sose 
of the discrepancies i n the various neasureB»nts both i n the 
atmesj^uire and i n the laboratory end also to investigate the 
behavietnr of the to t a l point-discharge current i n a aoltiple 
point systea where each point has different storting voltage. 
3*2 Apparatus 
the apparatus used was ^aite siaple of the fom shown 
i n the f i g . <3.l). ^rem a •^randenberg (Type m 50/R)* 
power supply a. voltage upto about « 50 KV could be obtained. 
This was applied to a horisontal plate X, while a parallel plate 
I20r 
iioh 
KCk 
90 
80 
FOINT DISCHARGE CURRENT 
VERSUS VOLTAGE 
FIG (3-2) 
Current 
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30 
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Y, la em away was connected to earth* Boles were dr i l l e d 
i n ¥4 so that the points could project through i t * These 
points were arranged i n fern of a hexagon, with om point 
at the centre aai the holes were d r i l l e d so that hexagenal 
orrangeatents of different sisees could be used* This 
hexsgenal arrsngoaont was used because the distances between 
my two adjacent points are always equal whatever be the size 
of the hexagcm* 
points used were a l l steel needles with idiarp 
points of mlnioHJst radius 0*G0^5m and they projected 2 c r 
above 1* "Sh&ao needles were soldered to metallic rods, bent 
twice at right angles, i n opposite directicms, the other ends 
of which were connected to the plate end through • 
galvanoimster to earth* By rotating these rods aleng 
their fixed ends, the distance between the points was v.aried 
from aSmit 0*1 ea to l(kMm To reduce the corona discharge 
from the a^arp edges of the pl^L^tes X and Y, they were 
covered with a thin layer of plasticine, along their peripheries* 
5»3* Besults 
First the point-discbarge current was measured through 
a single point, as the potential on the upper plate was increased 
fro 
MAGNFED VIEW OF RG (S-j) 
s o 
4 0 
Current 
(MF) 
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20 
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i n steps upte A maximm and then decreased i n the aoita stops 
to sero* the experis^t was then repeated using Mven points, 
Arranged i n the fora of a regular hexagon, with one point 
ot the centre end the discharge currents were Mosured, as the 
siae of the hex«gon was varied fron 0*1 c» to 10 cs« Sooe 
of the reaulta for positive potentials cm the plate X (-ve points) 
are al^wn i n table (3*1) and fig» (3»S» 3.3)* The results 
for the negative potentials are the eaase but the currents are 
always ataaller. 
tho most striking featuire of these results i s that the 
ratio of the current through a single point to that through a 
group of mven points at a fixed sep«uration i s not constant, 
but depends upon the a j ^ l i e d f i e l d . ^reever for any one 
value of the separation between tim points, i t ie possible to 
define a * c r i t i c a l voltage* such • that for this a j ^ l i e d 
voltage the current through the sot of points i s the saaie as 
that through a s i f ^ l e point and this c r i t i c a l voltiige decreases 
as the separation between the points i s increased (see Pig.3.4). 
In other words for asaller distames between the points, even 
for higher fields (below the c r i t i c a l voltage)t the t o t a l 
cnrrmt through the set of seven points i s always less than 
throxtgh an isolated single point, which agrees with what was 
CRmCAL VOLTAGE AGAINST PONT-SEn^RATION 
2 3 4 S 6 
Distance between the points 
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Table (?>l) 
Point-discharge Currents i n Microa^iperes 
(KV) 
1 Singii l^oint 1 Seven Points for Separftti^n (cm} 
•" 0* 1 ^1*0 . 2mO \ 3»0 {' %cr^ 1 10.0 
45 1B*72 1 17.16 f29.64 43.68 
3 
t 
j53*82 
< 
(74.88 
1 
I 
113.88 
40 14*82 12*48 1^ 3.40 34.32 41.35 157.73 87*36 
38 12*48 10*92 ^•28 31.20 36*66 50.70 77*27 
56 to* 92 9*28 jl7.94 26.83 31.98 44.46 67.86 
35 10*14 8*58 16.38 25.74 30.42 42.12 62.40 
34 7»80 14.82 23.40 28.86 39*00 58.50 
33 3*11 6*47 11*54 ^.28 24.96 33.54 50.70 
50 6.86 5*15 9»36 I^.IG 2U06 28.86 42.90 
2S 5*77 4*06 7.57 14,04 17.94 24.96 35*88 
e6 4.68 3#04 5.93 11.08 14.82 20.28 29*64 
25 4*21 2,37 5.15 9.98 13.26 17.94 26,52 
24 3#74 2*26 4.52 8.58 11.70 16.38 24.18 
22 2*96 1.56 3.28 j 6.47 8.97 13.95 19.50 
^ 2.11 0*89 1.951 4.68 6*55 9*98 14.04 
18 1*48 0.33 0.86 2.57 4.37 6.94 10.37 
16 0*83 0.05 0,25 1.35 2.57 4*29 7.25 
15 0*72 0.03 0«1$ 0.55 1.56 
I 
3.13 5.46 j 
14 0*42 0.02 0.03. 0*23 0*861 2.03 3*90 1 
1 
0.14 1 i 
— I . 
0.03 i 0*06 j 
J. 
0.31 
 
1*25 
10 j 1 1 • » 0.05 
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«bK»rved by <minm&A» (1940) and Cimmas and MAPUCSON (1955). 
G» the ether hfmd for greater distances between the points, the 
c r i t i c a l voltage i9 very low, so even for lower fields (above 
the c r i t i c a l VQlt«^ }e)« the multiple point-disehAr^ current 
i s always eiore than through & single ; ^ i n t and . agrees with 
What was observed by SIVASAmKRISUNAN (1957) »M g£LI9 (1948). 
3*4 Ptactt^si^ojnt of Resul^ 
In the laboratory Investigations of s^int-disoharge, i t 
has long been recognised that the current - voltage relation i s 
of the fona 
I • AV (V - Vo) it) 
where the sjnDdiols have the usual neaniaga* 
Hewevert WHXF^i£ and SCRASB (1936), whilo naking 
ffioasureaente i n the natural conditiofls found a relation of the 
f orw I « o (F® • H^ ) which can be ro'^'ritten as fel l e w s f 
I«B(V*'*Ve^) (2) 
On the other hand P^K (1929)$ oeasta^d corona dischartie 
fros high tension lines, found the current to be proportional to 
(e « , where e i s the voltago on the line. ^ s can be 
33 
expressed ast-
I = C (V - Vo)^ (3) 
Now the equations ( l ) , (2) and (3) are the same when 
V 77 Vo but the difference arises when the above condition i s 
not satisfied. However a simple test was performed to find 
out which of these three equations i s the best f i t . They 
can be written i n the following forms. 
I t i s quite clear the three equations have different 
intercepts but i n the present case i t is found that the graph 
of V versus ( '"yjy^ ' ) gives a straight line, idiich passes 
through the origin. So the relation ( l ) seems to be the best 
f i t , which w i l l be used as the fundamental relation for further 
analysis. 
I 
Now i f we plot V against V for the single as well as the 
multiple points we get f a i r l y good straight lines. I t seems 
that the multiple points also obey the relationship ( 1 ) . From 
the graphs, one can find the values of A and Vo. (See Table 3*2). 
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•14 Theoretical A » 1,74 x 10 M,K.S» units 
sspmmfMAL VALUES OP A Am yg s i m g POIWT 
A m 1.25 » 10*** M.K.S.unitd?© m 11,75 x 10^ volts 
myn&sjpotms 
> (cfs) I Vo X lO"' 
10 
5*0 
3«0 
S*0 
1.0 
0.1 
10.25 
10.50 
11.75 
15.0 
16.0 
16.75 
A X 10 
7.27 
4.90 
5.80 
2,/*0 
1.33 
•14 
Ibe moat interestins featuro i s th»t both the constants 
A eiuS V« depend upraa th« number tlie sepnration bstween 
the points. As the scparatien botweon tho points decreasssf 
*A* decreases while Vo inereasss (see Pi0*3.5). 
tb^ results shorq^its d e a r l y that th« effect en the total 
^int-discbarge current of having a mttdier of points rather than 
a single point depends mainly on the separation of the points. 
I f the points are widely separated, they behave-irery ouch as 
35 
indopendont points as can be seen from the fact that seven 
points at separations ef 10 cm give, togotbor* about six 
times the current for s s i t ^ l e point ani the value of *A* i s 
also about six tis»8 thet for e single point| the valuo of Vo i s 
roughly oqtml to ^&t for a singlo point* Cn the other hon^t 
wlien Ui» points are close together, they give mjctt less current 
and tend to behave as a single point of greator disroter* the 
value ef Vo i s oiore while the valuo of A i s roughly equal to 
that for a single jmint* 
Ihe fact that the starting voltatje i s greater irtmn the 
points are close together i s ^ i t e easily escplainsd* For 
^ i n t discharge to start, there oust be ionisation by collisions 
close to the j ^ i n t * and this requires a certain value ef the 
f i e l d stTMi^th i«e« a curtain OMOcentration ef the l i n t s of 
force near the point* For a s i ^ l e |wint, this condition 
i s reaelMd for a certain voltago on the plate 7U It other 
points are placed t^ar i t , then sese of the l i n e s of fores 
no longer reaeii the point in question* end the condition for the 
starting ef the pointedischarge i s not reached until the 
voltage on the plate i s increased* 
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3*5 »eoulte with Five Points 
Finally the «xi>eriiBent was repeated using five steel 
points of diooetei:^ equal to 0.005, 0.089* 0.152, 0.349 
and 0.394 en roapsotively. All the points had the same 
hei{0t equal to 10 cm and they were fixed at tha comers 
of a square of side equal to 18.0 en w i ^ the f i f t h point 
at tho centre. 
The point-^ischaros was indtteed, by aounting then in the 
sase way, as imsntioned before, in the a r t i f i c i a l field between 
two parallel j^tes, spaced about S27.5 cm apart} each about 
65 cn in diaoeter. A l l the points wore connected to 
earth through a galvanetaeter to swasure tha total point 
discharge current and at the sane tioe they ware arranged 
such that the current through any one point could be csbasured 
at 01^ tisie through another galvanosnter. The idea of this 
was Just to note the starting potentials for the points 
individually. 
The point discharge current was measured for various 
values of the potential at the upper plate. Sose of the 
results for positive potentials are shown in the table (3.3). 
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V (KV) 1 (AA) I (AA) v(Ky) I (AA) 
5© 60.65 56 21*07 20 3*60 
48 53»46 34 17*99 19 2.96 
46 46. S6 32 15*03 17 1.98 
45 43*92 30 12*54 16 1*67 
44 59*84 28 9.77 14 1.18 
43 37*53 26 7.71 12 0*75 
43 34.95 25 7.04 10 0.42 
40 30*07 24 6*27 9 0*28 
38 35*44 aa 4*^ 7 0.06 
The application of the saao fundamental square lav giVB 
*«4W5> 
5 5 5 or fit) ^  ^U) • V ^  ji:<AV) 
V 
Now the grai)h of ^ versus V gives ; 
five segments fig*3*6). The point where the segn^vt 
starts, gives the starting potential for the next discharging 
point c<NBing into action* These values agree f a i r l y well with 
the corresponding experioental values. 
so V AGAINST Jk7 FOR FIVE PONT-DtSCHAftGE 
4 0 
3 0 
lO 
6=1-00x10 
Vb- 1-5 "KD' 
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Finally the f i g . (3*7) shows that the total point-
dii^harge eurr«R)t throush these five points, haviim different 
starting voltagoe, obey a cube lav of the forat 
I • f V(V • Vo)^ 
(For explanation of this cube law, see Chapter XV.5). 
?roa the grai^ of V versus J V, one can find the values 
of B and Vo «.g. 
B * 1.00 X 10**® Vo » U5 X 10' volts 
3^is g r a ^ i c a l valtte of Vo i s satch snallor than tho •easiured 
e3Q>eri!g^tal value i.e. 6.35 x volts, may be because the 
nusA>er of points taking part in the discharge are sotaller than 
tho ones usually found in a trro and also the i%te of increase 
of stashing voltage of the inrtivi<lual points i s diserete 
rather than continuous. 
3.6 Conclusion 
Hoasureoents isade of the point»disch«irgo curroat when a 
single point i s replaced by a set of aultiple points of d i i l a r 
configuration, Viewed that there in ^ n e r a l exists o c r i t i c a l 
voltage, smih th«t for this applied voltage tho total point-
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discharge current through the set of points i s the saate as that 
through a single point and this c r i t i c a l voltage decreases as 
the separation fae^een the points i s increased* In other 
words, the total point-discharge current through Multiple-peints 
depends upon the relative separation between the points to the 
cloarance of the tips trtm the upper plate. 
^ e analysis of the results shoved that the eurrimt 
throu^ a i m l t i p l o - ^ i n t systea of similar configuration : 
obeys the relationt 
X » AV (V • Vo) 
the constants A and Vo depend upon the tsasB^r and sepatation 
between the jwints because of the relative change in the 
CQne«»)tratien of the lines ef force. 
The point-discharge current ^^ urough a; set of nultiple 
points of different diamters, at any tioe, depends uptm the 
starting voltage of the individual points and i t obeys an 
. approxiaiato cubic low* 
Hi|>osug;;«8ento of Point-Diacharge Current threu^ Plan^^ 
4*1 ^otrodaction 
t!*oint discharge, or corona, currents probably play an 
ioportant part in tho ataospheric electricity, since i t i s believed 
that the tsajor part of the transfer of charge between thundctrcleuds 
and ground occurs by tim agency of point-discharge currents through 
trees end other natural objects* BoHover, very l i t t l e wortc 
has boen carried out in the investigation of point-discharge 
currents down natural objects especially trees and the eost 
of the research work was carried twit on currents flowing 
down olovatod »*tificial points. 
There have bo^ mmy attonqpts, since the pioneer wertc 
of ^om&L (192?) , who fieasured the discharge currents tlirouch 
an a r t i f i c i a l point which he hoped would be about equivalent 
to &. tree, and then counted the trees higher than his point 
in a given area. 
SCHOm.Al<{D (1928) in en attempt to deter^ne the charge 
brou^t down by a collection of trees, ewunted a saall treo, 
a thort^ush about 12 f t high, on insulators and succeeded in 
ffloasoring the point-tiischarge cuirent through i t during a 
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thundeFstoncto His results suggest that the cuxTont i s 
Boro nearly pregHortional to the cube of the field than to 
square law, usually found for an a r t i f i c i a l point. This 
aethod of isolation may yield valuable results for freshly 
cut trees but i t i s totally unsuitable for aeaoureiBents on a 
continning basisf and i n my case cannot easily bo enpleyed 
for large trees which constitute the tmin discharges in 
the a^sphere* 
The aim of t l ^ eaeperinents described in this chapter 
i s to investigate th© behaviour of potot-dischex^ current down 
tress and m&ll plants, and i f posaible to establish usma 
relationship between the current end the f i e l d . 
4.3 jf^,sti|^|s„^,w.it^, a SinolcWeeden^ f^^"* 
The apparatus usod here was of the siffilar type as 
described !»fore. Various wooden joints (both dry as well 
^ those mdo froa a freshly cut branch of a tree) of different 
disraeters were tried. 
^ e point was supported vertically in an a r t i f i c i a l f i e l d 
between two parallel plates, spaced about 10 e» apart and tho 
height of the point was 5.0 ea. T%o point-discharge current 
4a 
was o^asured with a 0ftlvanQB3eter, as the potential of the 
t Q ^ r plate was varied in steps as described before. 
F i r s t l y & i ^ i n t was n»de fron a piece of dry wood by 
sharpenit^ one of i t s ends to a dia«eter of about 0.005 as. 
Ho neasureble current could be <!bitooted when the point was 
dry tnit as 8 0 « t i as this point was put in water for a f«w 
minutes a current of several niere-amperes was measured which 
started decaying and becaoie almost »ero afte r about S4 hours. 
Perhaps this my be doe to ihn fact that the i ^ i n t went dry 
after such a lof^ tiae. 
Another point was isade tvem a freshly out branch of a 
tree of diameter of about 0.6 ca at the tip, by aliarpening one of 
i t s ends in such a way that only the central core was l e f t 
behind. All except tho tip of this point was covered with 
an insulatiim tapo, so that the discharge should take place 
only at the t i p , not where olse. Zn this caso again, no 
point discharge current was detected. This shows that the 
central core of the point i s not a conductor. 
fi n a l l y the point-discharge current was measured threuf^ 
cylindrical points, sado out of a freshly cot branch of a tree. 
I 
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The discharging end of tho point was made as smooth as possible* 
On increasing the voltage to a tm* value, the point discharge 
current increased and then began to decayt i t settlnl down to • 
f a i r l y steady value after about a few sdnutes. Th« readii:^ 
of the point<»dischar8e current were taken on the average ef 
about quarter of an hour intervals, as the voltage on the 
upper pl<4te tms increased in steps* Somo of the results -
for positive potentials on the upper plate for two points of 
di^ffietera respectively equal to 0*58 cn and 0*15 em are shown 
in the table (4.1). tho results for negative potentials ore 
sltailar but th^ currents wore always smller* 
Table <4*1) 
V 
(KV) 
50 
47*5 
45 
43*5 
40 
37*5 
35 
32*5 
30 
27*5 
35 
Point Discharge Current in A^A for DiMieter 
0*58 OB 
92*52 
79.67 
66.82 
52.43 
41.63 
30*84 
22*10 
13*88 
8.22 
0«15 OR 
97*66 
87 .^ 
74.53 
64.25 
51*40 
42.15 
32.38 
25*13 
14.39 
8*74 
2.57 
I 
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Ksw i f we try to f i t tite square law to tlwse results i.o* 
I * AV (V-VO) 
we got f a i r l y good s t r ^ i ^ t lines by plotting ^ versus 
V (see JP'ig*4*l}* tia experiiBsntal value of A, as calculated 
fnm the graphs, are ef tho sape order of sagnitude as 
evaluated t h e o r e t i c a l l y i.e. 6.25 x lO*^^ (see Chapter 11)* 
So the results can be fi^nssariKed by saying that a wooden 
point of this kind behaves sere or less like a emtallic point. 
4*3 Il{8>J9Uji;fs with a 3»all gpytKse Plant (Picea I^ingens) 
A sisall spruce plnnt of height about 60 as was grotm in 
a pet* I t was aounted on tufm>l insulators, in an a r t i f i c i a l 
f i e l d between two horizontal metal plates, spaced about 35 
cm apart, in such a way that a l l of i t s branches could project 
ab{Wt 17 ea above the earthed plate, without touching i t * 
(see Pig.4*2)* The pet was earthed through a galvamaMtor 
and the point-discharge current was measured, as the voltage 
of the upper plate was increased in steps upto a aaxltnm of about 
1 50 KV and then decreased in the same stops to sero* 
As obi»rved in the case of a wooden point,, the increase 
of the voltage to a mw value increased the point discharge current. 
I AGAINST V FOR A METAL POINT & SPRUCE PLANT 
C 
plant 
metalnc 
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tho latter began te decay and 8«ttlod down %o a £airXy steady 
value after a fev minutes* So the readii^s of <Ut« «N»«n point 
d i s c h i u ^ current wore taken en the average of about quarter 
9f m hour intervaist as the volt«i}e on the upper plate was 
iecreased in ste]^» 
the earpes^ ifaent was dene en a n u ^ p of days* In order to 
see vt»i^er the results were repreduelble er not* Three aets 
of results with an average ietarval of eheut a we^ between ihest 
for the |)ositive peteatiala on the tipper plate, are ahown in 
the table (4*a)* Sig, {k*3^) ahowa that the oenaral t r ^ d of 
the curves i s the aa^se, with sene alight varietiena in currenta* 
The masure^^ta were also nade of the point diecUuunge 
ourrente throus^ a aetal point (steel needle of dijoeeter equal 
to about 0*005 cm} of the msa» heii^t ( i * e * 17*0 en) aa that of 
tlte plant* in order to find out any eorrelstien between the 
disoharge currents through theai* Pig* (4*3) aiiewa that a 
^ c r i t i c a l voltage* occurs at about 37 or aiailar to the typo 
cdlisorved for a eialtiple point wynttm (wo Chapter IZX), above 
which <tiie j4nnt dischargee csoro officiently than the iwint* 
Nov i f w« plot ^^V versus V for any set of the results. 
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1 — — — -
i; Pseint^BisMSfeai^ cwrrmt in A A NetAl P»int 
0.005 &t 1 \tVY,f "1 Smi I S«t I I I 
50 44»98 43.69 43.41 26.09 
47#5 39.06 37*01 34.18 33.26 
45 31f6l £i9«Sl 26.99 20.56 
42,5 24.93 25.39 81.85 18,25 
40 19*^ 18.50 17,22 15.93 
37.S 14.39 14.14 12.85 13.83 ' 
35 10.79 10.30 9.25 11.83 
3S^5 7.45 6.73 10.02 
30 5.91 5*29 4.68 8.35 
4.S1 3»75 3.2^ 6.81 
25 3.31 2.18 5.47 
3g*5 1.^ 1.59 1.34 4* SI 
30 1.00 0.90 0*70 3.11 
17*5 0.36 0.38 0»£6 2.11 
15 0.12 O»l0 O.09' 1.31 
13*5 0#05 0.03 0.04 0.69 
10 0«04 0»0B 0.03 0.23 
V VERSUS A/ FOR THE SPRUCE PLANT 
so 
45 
40 
35 
V 
30| 
35 
2oy Bo 1-12x10 
15 k 
FIG ^-4) 
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ve get a nuaber of s e ^ n t s of the saso foro a» described 
in Chapter t t t , oeanino thereby moiro and store points stert 
<tl8caif«rgingt voltage on the appor plate ie increased. 
Hew let us asstne thftt the plant i s discharging to obey 
a cubie im rather than a square Im i.e. 
I - I V (V - V^»)^ 
Pig* (4 .4) shows the graph of j^V^versus V which seans 
•l8 
to bo a f a i r l y good straight line giving B « 1.12 x l o " . 
4 .4 . Results with Trees 
An aluoinif^ plate of sise about 5 f t . x 10 f t . and 
thickness of about 0.12 ca tras cut into the form of an oval 
shape. After ^oothening i t s 8har|> edges^ a thin layer of 
plasticine was stuck along i t s periphery^ to niniaiso tha 
cermui discharge. I t was then fixed to a wooden frasse 
through a set of polystyrene insulaterst each of length about 
6 Inches (see Fig . 4 . 5 ) . The whole arrang^nent could be raised 
to any height upto about 4*5 n with the help of a block and 
tackle arrangeoent along a set of poles about 6.0 a high (see 
fig . 5 « l } « 
i n 
UJ 
q: 
o 
L l 
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fhe potential was a i ^ l i e d to the plate with the help 
o f an insulated cable about 5 0 f t long, by running i t from the 
recording roots. litis insulated cable was such that i t could 
stand ^ KV and so i t was sade fren ai heavily polythene 
insulated plain copper cerOf covertsd by a mtbstontial cmter 
sheath o f red P.VvC. safe upto 18 KV and was further passed 
through a polythene tube of diasmter about 0.95 cm for extra 
insulations. 
'Ihiteo species of trees were grotm in plastic dustbins 
i . e . a Sycaeere tree (Acer Pseudo^Platanus) of height about 
4«!» a Scots Pine (Pinus Sylvestris) of height about 2.6 a 
and a Cryptwaeria Jfaponica of h e i ^ t fid)out 2.5 a. 
ttie Al plate was f i r s t raised to a height of alMmt 2.8a 
and the Stfots Pine tree was placed underneath i t . The point-
discharge current induced in the tree was Beasured« en the 
average o f about quarter o f an hour intervalst by a galvannnter 
connected between the stainless steel electrode (fixed to the 
r o o t o f the tree) and earth. Ko marked difference was observed 
ifhon the steel root electrode was replaced either by a s i a i l a r 
electrode stiick into t h e truftic o f t h e t r e e or Just dug into 
the s o i l . 
CURRENT VERSUS „r > 
VOLTAGE FOR A SCOTS 
PfNE TREE 
KX 
80 
/ i A 7 Scots Pine Tree 
60 
40 / f Point 
20 
-60 -40 -20 V (KV) 
0 20 40 60 
JJ ^0 
Point / / 
-40 
FfG (4-6) 
/ScotsPine 
/Tree 
/ iA 
ISO 
80 
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the raeasurenents were also Bade o f the point discharge 
conrent through a metal i ^ i n t of the oaass height as that of 
the tree* The experimnts w e r e finally repeated for ^ » 
other two trees i«e* the Sycaaore and Crypt(»seria Jepenlca* 
Scma o f the retailts for the Scots Plna tree, with the poAitivo 
and negative ^ t e n t i a l s on the plate, are shown in fig« (4*6)« 
The results are similar for the other ^ro trees* 
Finally tim g r a p h between^^^^versus V gives tho siailor 
type of B o g s s n t s , a s found for the plant and the cube l e w 
S 2 
I » a V (V - vo)** 
gives a f a i r l y good f i t to the results* 
4*5* Derivatiea o f tube taw for t r e o 
CliAlMSas (private c o t a c o n i c a t l o n s ) has derived the cube law 
for tree in the f o l l o w i n g wayj 
Suppose that tint) tree eonsiats of a large tasBA»r of points, 
each of which gives a cidrr«nt 
He • \ " 
Suppose that for each range of SV^ ^ of V^ , there are 
points 
Than the total current w i l l be 
I . U V (V.V^) d 
J 
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The l i e i t a for ^ e integration tsuat be 
(1) the point for which i s leasts 
Say Vo 
and (a) The value of m V, since there i s no discharge 
for points with greater 
Putting \ • X 
) A.av(ir»x)dx 
ftem iK^peso that depends upon x, according to a 
eiaple lawi 
8." 
A X . / ' W <v - i ) * t 
Vo 
V 
mm j {V^ . die 
Vo 
• BV ( p • I 
• BV ( p 4 1 
V V. 
" p • I ' 
m ( v^2 . V v< 
p • s ^ 
if!!} 
• a ) 
I f we take the special case of p « o 
• f V (V . Vo)^ 
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g i v i n g t h e evltus l a a r * 
1^ c o n d i t i o n p » o, B»ans ^ a t A^^ i s s«n» f o r a l l v a l u e s 
o f V^, i*e« t h e extra nunOmr o f p o i n t s at a g i v e n l e m l i s 
j u s t b a l a n c e d b y t h e S B a l l e r c u r r e n t (A) p e r p o i n t * 
4*6* Conclusion 
Ihe fl^asur^aents doi^ on points aode frcw a freshly cut 
brmch of a tree show that the point discharge current obeys 
a s<iuare lasr, s i a i l a r to the luetal points; tho points nade 
from dry wood es^ibits no c o r t ^ discharge and discharge cmly 
f^en m>iature i s present* 
The eteasureiBsnt nado on laetal points of tlio same height 
as i^e trees and plants shows that there in g i ^ r a l exists a 
c r i t i c a l voltage, sitailar to the form found for oailtiple points^ 
which i s subject to t«)]^ edictti»l« variations on account of tht 
i ^ i o t i o n s in the foliage due to ^ lysielogical faeton and 
al^spheric turbulence* 
Finally the point-discharge current through trees 
and plants obeys a cube low of the formt 
^ e TOasur^ents aade on a number of days show that the 
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r e s u l t s are f a i r l y reprotfucible. Moreover« an apprexiaate 
theoretical derivation o f the cube law showa ^ a t i t can be 
used as a standard law for making neasureaents i o the natural 
cenditiona^ on a contixmit^ basis^ and hence to estteato the 
world«wide contribution of the t o t a l point«diseharge current 
brought to earth i n a given period by t r e o B and other natural 
and earth connected ( E j e c t s which cannot be conveniently 
separated tpom the earth. 
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K{ie>atjat|tt;^ aentB of Bleetg;ode .ay-Passing ^ f i c i e n e ^ 
5.1 Introduction 
I t i s generally bclisved that ^int»diseharge currents 
tram tema and other natural and a r t i f i c i a l pointed obiects 
play a d^tinant r o l e i n the saintmance of the global 
fair-weather atoosphcric e l e c t r i c i t y . 
I t i s a ceaparatively single aatter to set vtp an 
a r t i f i c i a l point and to neasure the point-discharge cumrant 
through i t i n disturbed weather. But i t i s auch l e s s eiaple 
to measure th» point-discharge currents through l i v i n g 
t r e s s «9«ing to the technical problens involved i n is o l a t i n g 
then f m s the earth without k i l l i n g t h e e . I t i s not possiblo 
e i t h e r to atteapt to deduce the point-discharge current 
through a tree free that ^urough an a r t i f i c i a l point* since 
i t i s iapossible to take into account the effects of there 
being a large mssber of points d o s e together* 
KIl3%ftAN (1956) a t t c B ^ t e d f largely unsuccessfully! to 
emasuro the point-discharge current flowing down a t r m * by 
inserting braes seresfs a t two different le v e l s and conneeting 
thea to each other through a low re s i s t a m e galvanoaater., 
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NILN^ ft CHALMi^ RS ( l ^ l ) replaced the brass screws by 
isercUry c<mtact8| two sczall h^les were d r i l l e d through the baric 
of a lim t r e e and glass tubes were inserted cMitaiaing owrcury 
so as to sake the contact into the sap-wood* This sethod 
should i n ftmt s h o r t - c i r c u i t liost Q£ the current through • 
low resistance ^alvanoBeter i f the e l e c t r i c a l behaviour 
between the electrodes i s that of a resistance i n s w r a l l e l with 
tho capacit^ice between the electrodes* 
E/tSB (l96$b) iseasured the : ^ e t i o n of the p o i n t ^ e c h a r g e 
current i n a l i v i n g tree by^mttod through a low resistance 
galvanotBoter by using the s^ae sort of experiaientBl arrangesent 
a s described mtMm & CBAiHEHS (1961) and found that t h i s 
fraoti<»i i s s»all and independent of ttm U>tal point'^diecharge 
current, though constant over a period s u f f i c i e n t l y l ^ g for 
the arrang^ient to provi<faft a useful oeasure for the point-
discharge current i n the tree* 
m/amss* (196ab) r e s u l t s sees to point to the fa c t that 
the bypassing arrangeoent does not provide a v a l i d measure of 
tho point-dl?scharge current i n trees under conditions of 
i n t ^ i s e atoBOspheric e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y , such as pr e v a i l , 
during periods of close lightning discharges to earth* 
\ 
F I G U R E ( 5 - 1 ) 
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5*S Expcricwntal AranaajspgaaBit 
The experioK^ntal arrangement was of the sane fono as 
described i n Chapter IV* From a *Brand«cd»irg* power supply 
a voltage upto about » ^ KV could be applied to an insulated 
plate 5ft* X 10ft, which was raised to a height of c ^ u t 
415 OB above the ground. A Sycavore tree of height of about 
(asf grown i n an insulated dustbin, was placed underneath i t 
(see f i g * 5 * i ) * The tot a l point-discharge current induced i n 
the tree was sffiasured with a s e n s i t i v e galvanoneter, connected 
between a s t a i n l e s s stool electrode ( f i s e d to the root o f the 
t r e e ) and the earth* imre electrodes x and y were fixed 
i n the truidc of the tree at a distance of about l45 cn apart 
and were connected to each dthar through another galvananeter 
i n s e r i e s with a variable resistam;e (lOOO Otasa to 2 Heg OhBis)| 
R ret»^sents the t o t a l bypassing resistance including t h a t of 
the galvarawteter* 
The t o t a l point-discUorge current I and the bypassed 
Ciurrent i were noted, as tho voltage e n the insulated plate was 
increased i n steps upto the naxioKim and then decreased i n s i a i l a r 
s t e p to stero* At f i r s t both I and i were recorded photographically 
<m a slow s p i r a l drua caoera* The time scale on the record i i ^ 
was provided by switching off the galvaneiseter laiap end switching 
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on a fogging Imp for two seconds every h a l f ainute with a t i a i n g 
c i r c u i t , the l a t t e r was singly a s e r i e s of relays operated 
every h a l f ainute by pulses derived frc« en e l e c t r i c clock. 
Ihia aethod was very useful for recording the instantaneous 
values of I and i , Just a f t e r the change of voltage to a new 
value. 
On increasing the voltage to a new value, both I and i 
increased and then began to decay, I se t t l e d down to a f a i r l y 
steady new value a f t e r about a couple of ainutes but i t o ^ 
about 20 to 30 ainutes to reach tliot stage. t h i s t i a e was 
fotmd to be l e s s when the bypassing resistance n was increased. 
On the other hand when the voltage was decreased froa a higher 
value to some lower value, both I and i decreased and then 
began to increase, I s e t t l e d down again after a couple of 
ainutes but i toc^ about ^ to 30 ainutes to do so. 
F i n a l l y to record ttie iiteady values of current, t h i s aetlted 
of recording photographically was replaced by a vi s u a l aethed 
of recordiim because i t was fotoid that each observation tocdc 
about h a l f an hour to reach a f a i r l y steady value, aeaning 
thereby a largd wastage of recording paper. Two sensitive 
galvaneaeters G and g, each of s e n s i t i v i t y equal to 0.0514 
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micvtmmpcre per cm w«re UKod* I t was toxoid t©ry useful 
to oi>ply tits a»xiaum voltajje 9»y 50 KV for about as hotu* or 
ad to start with and then decreas* i t i n steps* HeedinQS 
of I and i «r0ret th«refor«, taken on the average at about 
half an trnxw intervals* 
5»3 ghe Tree Kleetrodee 
'Swi types of electrodes were usod* 
(1) Mercury Electrodes 
These were of the s«»e t ^ ^ as used by MIUIER & CHALMSRS 
(19^ 1)» A hole was d r i l l e d into the1i«ft trunk to a dspth 
of abetit 2cau A glass tube w«s inserted into the hole and 
f i l l e d with toereury* A platinum wiiNft dipped into the aercury 
C<aiiplet«Ni the cimtaet* The glass tube was sealed o f f with 
putt^ to i n v e n t the nercuzy fron flowino aws^ end being 
wasted* Two ef these electredes, one about 145 tm above the 
other were inserted into the Sycamore trise of height about 4ii and 
diajseter at the t r m ^ &baut 4*5 cm 
(2) Stainless Steel £l«3tredejg 
A stainless steel s t r i p of «a»>ut Stwwide was wrapped 
around the trunk of the Syeasore tree* Four stainless steel 
wood screws were driven through this s t r i p into the bark u n t i l 
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they 9a<$« the olactrical contact with tho outer eottducting 
l^yer of the sap^ood* A sioilar arrangentent atMsat 145 ctt abov« 
this provided the other ei^trodo, y« tWo co-axial leads 
connected theee bands x end y to the galvanosieter g i n the 
recording roeat^ 
Aa a aubsidiary e^tperiment a th i r d eirailor electrode 
Z was fixed 155 cn> above the si^ond bwd* 
The obaerratiene were taken with both ^e eltetrede 
syatesui, after they had been inserted into the tree fer 
a£>8at a treek or so* 
Msjpeover the ewitaet potential difference or the 
residual curr«at was foimd to depend upon the atwespherie 
ceaditions and the state ef the aoil« rainy days, i t was 
fouiid to be the naxionca ef the order of 4 or 5MA« soaetiMS 
positive and at other tlntes neQative. <^ f a i r l y dry days« i t 
was found to be the ainiatuBf som»ti»es practically zero* 
tbia contact potential dlfferemse was foond to increase even 
after watering the tree* 
mto resietanoe ef the section of the tree botwoan the 
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byj^isslntt electrodes X and t was of the order ef 0*1 Me^ Ohns 
and was fotmd to be dejwhdent again en the season and ether 
atmospheric conditions* Aa described by KIRKMAN (1956), 
the resistance was foimd to decrease after r a i n f a l l , an effect 
which was attributed to the iner«^05ed dissociation of the 
electrolyte (Sap etc») with increase of dilution* 
5*4 Results with A r t i f i c i f t l Fields (Oirect Method) 
As described before^ on vet days the contact potential 
difference or the resicj^ial current was fouctd to be a* large 
OS 4 or 5 Kicroenperes between the root el strode and the 
earth (registered by 6) and even nore than this between the 
bypassing el<»?tredes X and t (registered by g)* Typical 
iky snd quiet days were ct»»m to do the ex^risKnt when the 
residual current sliswn by Q was t})e eaininusn of the order of 0*05 MA 
but the residual current registered by g was s t i l l large of 
the order of 4 aicroanperes i n sone cases* Both the currents 
registered by the galvcnotseters G and g during point-disebarge 
included the residual cuxrenta* So to f i nd out the actual 
values of I and 1, the residual currents were sidjr-tracted fre« 
the g&lvancmeter readings* 
First of a l l i n order to cake seaaureaents of the stea^ 
values of current, readings of I and i were taken en the average 
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of about half an hour intorvalSi as the voltage on the 
Insulated plate mis decreased in steps for both the mts ef 
electrode system i*e* the sssrcury as well as the stainless 
Steel* tKe results were siadlar i n both cases except that 
the residual currents were different* Various sets of results 
were taken, as the resistance R of the bypassing ci r c u i t was 
increased frea about 1000 Qtms to about 2 MegONos* Seme of 
the results fer the positive potentials on the insulated 
plate, with stainless stesl electrodes, are shown i n the 
table (3*1}* the results for the negative potentials were 
si n i l a r but the currents were always smaller* 
A « inn 
Hov l e t I i s equal to ^ e percentage efficiency 
Of the^iectrodes* Fio* C5#2) shows the curves of ^ e percentage 
efficiency versus I , for various values of R« I t clearly rtwws 
that as the t o t a l poibt-diseharge current X increases, the 
percentage efficiency increases linsarly at f i r s t and then 
reaches a saturation value at larger values of I , i n contradiction 
to SETE»s (1966b) results, who found the efficiomsy to be 
constant over a wide range ef I * This discrepancy nay be 
due to the fact that he wade «easure«ent8 only upto about 
15 - ^MA* 
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^ • , . 1 I.. , , . in,i ii.i. . III! 1,1 1 ..t-n . , ,11..1 , , II . „ 
Point<^iacharQe currents in A A for ft 
V 1000 Gbm 0*13 ) ^ [QhSHt ^ Megol mm 
(KV) X i I 1 i I 1 1 
50 275p04 243.64 167.12 52*43 215.94 2.74 
47#5 S26*2i 194.91 136*28 42.15 182.53 2.17 
45 'Se3»8l 153.69 110*58 ^*64 151*69 1*69 
42*3 149*11 120.28 87*45 24*43 120*85 1*22 
40 92*01 66*89 17*99 97-72 0*92 
37«3 92*57 66.31 51*47 12*08 77.16 0.63 
35 72*01 48.32 57*34 7*97 59*17 0*43 
32U5 54.<^ 32*90 20.80 4*75 43*17 0.29 
30 4i*17 31.59 18.50 2*36 ^*82 0.18 
27»5 2a*32 11*82 14*72 2*06 17*54 0*10 
25 20*10 6*53 10.87 1*31 11*63 o.o6 ! 
22*5 13.16 5*96 7*52 0*64 7*51 0.04 1 
! 
20 7.76 um 4*18 0*31 4*43 0.02 1 
17»5 3.34 0*77 1*60 0.005 1 
15 1.49 0*26 0.53 i 
13 0*35 0 -
Residual 
Current 
( AA) 
•0,05 ^*65 -0.07 0.10 -0.06 -0.01 
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Finally to m&astire the instantaneous values of I and i , 
method of photographic recording was used* Each observation 
was taken on the average fer about a couple of minutes, as the 
voltage on the insulated plate was increased in steps and then 
decreased i n siiailar steps to zero* Soma of the results for 
the positive potentials on the plate, idth stainless steel 
electrodes, are sJiovn in the f i g * (5*3)* E^he results are 
similar for the negative potentials as well as for the mercury 
electrodes* 
A close esiraination of the f i g * (5*5) ^tows that the 
c f f i c i e m ^ is nere or less constant upte about 20 aicreanperes in 
abreeoent with £3TE*s (196^) results, who aade iBeasur<»ents only 
Opto about 15 taicroasipere but i t certainly increases at higher 
values of I , i n the same way as for the steady current* 
5*5, Seaults with Constant Q».C* Voltage (Indirect Method) 
A constant D*C* voltage was e p p l i ^ betwem the root 
electrode and the electrode which was fixed in the top laost 
bratfidi of the syc«w»ro tree - a seat of peint-diachBrge current i n 
the tree* The current distribution i n the tree i n the 
noigh'^bonrhood of the bypassing electrodes should not d i f f e r 
vastly froB that of the actual point>discharge current except that 
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i n the l a t t e r case, i t consists of randos pulses* The 
constant 0.C* voltage upto about 200 volts could be obtained 
froin a FAftlSLL power supply* The rost of the apparatus waa 
of the saise form as described before* 
In this case again, as the voltage was increased to a 
new value, both I and i increased, and then began to decay 
rapidly at f i r s t and sore slowly afterwards, settling down to 
a reasonable steady new value after about half an hour, though a 
further decrease was noticed which was eonparatively mall and 
could be neglected for the present experiment. Thtt tine to 
reach the steady value for higher voltages was such saaller 
than that for low voltages. 
Se i t was, reasonably accurate to t<^ ke readings ef I and i, 
on the average of about half an hour intervals, as the applied 
voltage was increaised i n steps to the noxia^ and then decreased 
i n sisjilar stops to sero* The results were again siailar for 
both the sets of el<^trodes i . e . worcury as well as stainless 
steel} no marked difference was foimd when the direction of 
the applied voltage was reversed* Sometime f a i r l y high values 
of residual currents were noticed in both Q and g, so the f i n a l 
valiM^ of X and i, were found by substracting the residual currents 
from the galvanosseter readings* 
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Table (5.a) 
Volts ' i ( M^ A) ^ i ( AA) 1 X 100 
1*0 ^ ~ ~ " ^ 8 l ' 0*11 13*58 
2*0 1*73 0*34 19.65 
3*0 2*79 1 0*59 21*15 
4*0 4*15 1*05 25*30 
5*0 5.18 1*59 30*69 
7*3 8*77 3*57 40*71 
10 12*65 6.09 48.22 
12.5 16*43 8*91 54*07 
i5*0 SO* 34 12*00 59.00 
20 28*82 19.45 67.49 
25 36*79 26*90 73.12 
30 46*04 35.90 77.98 
50 79*45 66*74 84*00 
100 161.69 145*13 89*75 
t$0 243.93 233*51 91.63 
2O0 318*46 298*04 93.59 
Residual 
Ctnrrent * 0*22 ^ 0 8 
Soiaa of the results for the stainless steel electrodes 
are shewn in the table (5*2) Typical curve of the percentage 
effioiem:y versus I is more or less sitailar to the one found 
f o t the point-discharge in an artificial field. 
FIGURE(5-4) 
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5*.6» Msasureaaent of the Iiagedance of the Tree 
An earthed plate B of about 3ft* x 3^* was fixed with the 
help of insulated strings about 37.3 cm below the insulated plate 
A. A stainlc^ss steel wire of diaiMter equal to 0.35 ca was fis«d 
into tho tree top i n place ef the electrode the other end of 
which was soldered to a platinum wire of diaateter equal to 0.12 CB 
which projected about 23.5 cn above the earthed plate B without 
touching i t (see f i g . 5 .4) . ^ e height of the plates above the 
groumt was adjusted, so as not to touch any ef the brai^hes of 
the tree. 
Die point'discharge was iMueed i n the platinum wire, instead 
of the tree, i n ib<s fora of f a i r l y regular pulses and was 
saaslired with the galvanoneters G and g, as described before. 
Let P • Zapedanee of the tree i n between the bypaasii^i electrodes 
X and Y. 
K a ltesidtam:e of the bypassing ci r c u i t 
Q m TRmctamm due to the capacitances of the bypaissing electrodes. 
Therefore we can vfrite 
P ( I • i ) (Q * R) i 
or R i . P ( | - l ) - Q 
A certain constant voltage i s applied to tJie plate 'A* for 
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ebout an hour or so t i l l both Z and i becoae f a i r l y . constant. 
How increaso ft, note the value ef i, keeping X constant. 
Various values of i wsre taken, as R varied in s t ^ s froM 
100 GSuRs to 1 megohm* The axperiment was repeated for 
diJTferent voltages on the plate A* Senc of the results tort 
positive potentials en the plate A are shown in table (5*3). 
Table (5.3) 
n By-pass current i in Av- A for 
(M.(»WS) |Z m 11.18 r 16*96 33.90 (33.41 
'••""";;4 
10^ 1.29 2.88 t 
6.43 18.62 
0*1 0.90 2*00 4.01 7.71 
0*2 0.67 1.49 2*83 5.40 
0*3 0.59 1*23 3.31 4*34 
0*4 0.52 1.05 1*95 3.52 
0*5 0.46 0.95 1*72 5*03 
0*6 0*41 0.85 1*54 8*67 
0.7 0,38 0.77 1*36 2*59 
0.8 0.34 0.69 1*26 2.16 
0.9 0*32 0.63 1*13 1.98 
1*0 0.29 
i 
0.59 1.05 l.'So 
.43.69 .56.54 
j22.62 .33.92 
|i2.08 i 17.73 
9.48 
&*68 
•^40 
b.63 
.^11 
$.60 
.31 
12.08 
0.25 
7.71 
6.68 
5.65 
5.14 
4.63 
5.93 {4.11 
2.72 
f •3.73 
Kew the graphs of R versus ( r •* l ) are shown f i g (5.5) 
for various values of I , which are f a i r l y good straight lines. 
Ibe slope of the graph gives the value of P i ^ i l e the intercept 
gives Q* 
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I t i s (iUite clear that the increase of ^ e voltage 
(or I ) imreases P end Ureases Q or in other words sore of 
the current w i l l be bypassed at higher point-discharge currents. 
Finally i f we plot the percentage efficiency i*e* (^ x 100) 
versus Z, we get a graph of the saae for» as de»;ribed before 
i*Q. as Z increases, the efficiency increases linenrly at f i r s t 
and then reaches a sdturaticHi value at larger values of X* 
Last of e l l the eacperieent was repeated by implying a 
constant D»G* voltage, frws a Famell Power Supply, between 
th« electrode Z and the root electrode, i n ^ e of the a r t i f i c i a l 
f i e l d * Keeping I constant, the aeasurea^nts of i were taken for 
various values of R as described before (see Table 5*4). 
Fig. (5.6) shows tho graphs of (^ * 1) versus It for 
various values of X, f m ) which one can again find the values 
of P and <U The results are more or less similar to those 
obtained tor an a r t i f i c i a l f i e l d i*e* the increase of X 
increases P and decreases Q* 
5.7* Ooncluaionfi 
Tho fraction of the point discharge current in a living 
tree bypassed tlirough a low resistance galvaneiseter seeas to 
6S 
H 
[ 0,1 
; 0,3 
0.3 
0,4 
0.5 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
Table (5,4) 
12,63 ?16.48 20,34 t6,04 
•t-
6.09 
4.54 
3.77 
3.16 
a. 80 
2.49 
2,21 
1.97 
1.79 
1,67 
1,54 
8.66 
6.60 
5.31 
4.54 
4.03 
3,5a 
3,18 
2.G5 
2.59 
2,41 
2.23 
12.25 55.90 
25.62 
20,22 
17.14 
14,82 
12,77 
11,23 
10.^ 
9,43 
8,66 
7.88 
t 
318,46 
298.04 
213,33 
166,97 
13a.40 
118,14 
102.72 
92,44 
82,16 
74,45 
68,11 
62,88 
increese with tho t o t a l point«tliaicharo« eurrent« Quite i n 
contradiction to biFIE«S (1966b} resulta who found t h i s fraction 
to be independent and f«irly conatmit over A s u f f i c i e n t l y leaa 
period} no martted difference i e observed whether the neASureaente 
6ire nade of the inatentaneeue valueo of currrat or the ateedy 
current i n an a r t i f i c i a l f i e l d (Direct t^fot?ied}« The eaaw sort 
of r e s u l t s are cAservcd With a constant D,C, voltege ( i n d i r e c t 
REothod), H i i a divergence from iiTTE'S r e s u l t s aeeae to bo perhaps 
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due to the fact that he made measurements only upt© about 
15-20 I^A, , 
One of the main drawbacks with, the above calibration 
using either the dire c t or the indirect method i s due to 
residii a l current which not only depends upon the atoiespheric 
conditions but also on the tota l current passing through . 
the" t r c a . 
fhla increase i n e f f i c i e n c y with the increase i n thje 
t o t a l current i s explained due to the f a c t that the impedance 
of the tree i n between the two electrodes increases while the 
reactance of the capacitances of the bypassing c i r c u i t decreases^ 
as t h * t o t a l current i s increased. 
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AnoaalouH I ^ p e r t i e g of the .trim 
0mt Introdueti^on 
I t i s Hnovtt th«t dry wood «siiiibits el«ctrical phenwirena 
ftssocitited with d i e l o c t r i c materials* I n the l i v i n g st«te( 
however^ »ood contains n very large percentage of water 
i n vsrioua f i b r e s running through i t * Tttia water content, 
a f f e c t s the e l e c t r i c a l properties considerably and so does 
the e l e c t r o l y t i c action 9f the ottwtr mineral cospeunds found 
i n wood* As a r e s u l t of the coa^le;i e l e c t r i c a l phenomena 
fmmd i n wood l i t t l e quantitative i^oroiation i s available* 
Dry wood i s e s s e n t i a l l y a non^citttducter of direct current 
e l ^ t r i e i t y and conducts only when noisture i s present* 
mmit (1929), DAViaS0« (1958) and several other 
investigators have found that i n wood) i c e and sooe t e x t i l e s * 
the e l e c t r i c d l conductivity decreases as tenpereture ( s r 
humidity) decreases and I t i s an ionic process rather than 
the electronic one i t i s i n the oetals* KOItl^ff (1929)* v h i l e 
soaking Reasuronents with cotton feimd that as the voltage 
decrsssi«s« the resistance increases} t h i s effect was f i r s t 
deiaonstrikted by EVEilSHtiD (1914) for moisture ebsortoing 
d i e l e c t r i c s * 
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1 Vk»^ recently CtmMif^ (1964) found that when a potential 
ie applied acro9is two electrodes i n a treoi a current flows 
and t h i s Htmm&sm with tiise» rapidly at f i r s t and nore alowly 
o f t Q i ^ a r d ^ 
E t f E <1966a) studied thd discharge curves* a f t e r a 
trae had bden ehar9«d upto a steady atate si^ f<»md that the 
tr«e eschibita the behavicnu- of »n fuumoloua d i e l e c t r i c and has 
a t l e a s t three laeasurable relaxation t i a e s of the order of 100« 
300 and 1000 sec* 
Ifee e]$perii»ftntai inveatigatioas ra^orted here ceoaiated 
i n tBeasurinsi th® resistance of the tree as a funotien of the 
a l l i e d voltage irad see how i t i s affected by tlm pasaase ot 
current through the tree, 
6,2 fiqaidual Curren^ ot' E , , H , F , i n thaJBrg^ 
I n eoissBon with other iopsrfect d i e l M t r i c s the tree has 
the g**oj5©rty of absorbing a residual chfOlse* which causes a 
residual current or e,is«f# This causes a galvatUMaeter deflection 
i n the opposite direction to that which the applied voltage 
would producer By «djusting the applied e*s.f, the deflection 
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can b« brought to zero nnd the applied e*iB*f. as read from 
the voltmeter i s then equal to the residual e*m*f*« the i n i t i & l 
value of which i s c a l l e d here as the e.s»f* of polariaatirai* 
I f a voltage which has been applied to the tree« i s 
remoxrttd, and the tr«e i s connected to a galvanoeeteri i t i s 
found that a current flows, the i n i t i a l value of which depends 
upon the applied voltage* The current s t a r t s decreasing 
rapidly at f i r s t and asore slowly afterwords and eventually the 
r a t e of decrease becomes so slow and oven aft e r several hours 
a current due to the.residual e*m«fa can tm detscted* 
fhe chemical changes produced at the elsctredes by 
e l e c t r o l y s i s cause a difference of potential which ei>pose 
the applied e«to*f* these changes are of such a nature thst 
i n general thoy tend to regain a f t e r the applied e*B*f* i e 
removed, producing a residual e*B«f* 
I f the direction of the cunrent through th» tree i s 
reversed, the residual e.ts«f« produced by i t reverses i t s sign 
during the discharging process, the f i r s t part of ths discharge 
corresponding to the l a s t current end the l a s t part to the f i r s t 
current* l^ 'or «xaiaple an e*»*f« of 200 v o l t s was applied for 
4 ninutes to the tree, thia was followed by 100 v o l t s applied for 
2 minutes and f i n a l l y by - 1(» v o l t s applied for 
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2 lainutes, Ihe applied e.a.f, was then removed and the 
resultant residual e.ta.f. varied with t i s e iii tlia following 
way J 
Time (see) 0 15 30 45 60 120 
Residual e.«*f. 42 12 0 ,7 -4.4 -7.0 -11.0 arbitrary 
units of deflection, 
1^ dolvanoneter deflections for the f i r s t 30 sec. cerres]}end 
to the predoQinam:e of the residual e.o.f, produced by -100 
v o l t s and those for 45i 60, ISQ sec to predc»inance of that 
prodNiced by *1Q0 and •»200 v o l t s . 
The following i s a possible explanation f or the abevet 
Since the products of e l e c t r o l y s i s presunably f i r s t sake t h e i r 
appearance at the electrode surfaces, i t i s probable that, when 
the current direction i s reversed, the new products p u ^ the 
products of the f i r s t current away f r ^ the electrode as a 
lay e r *md that there are then a t each electrode two layers of 
el e c t r o l y t e of different chet»ioal coaq>osition, the one layer 
bein9 cci9B}70sed of anode products and the other of cathode 
products* ?he reason for the reversal of the sign i s evident 
i f tho residual e,R,f, i s c h i e f l y due to the difference i n the 
chaiaieal eojapositioa of the products foroKtd a t the anode and the 
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cathode respectively} i f the process of the discharge 
i s the inverse of that of charging} the layers move upto the 
electrode surfaces and become discharged ( i n the sense of 
being made incapable on producing further current) i n the 
inverse order to tlmt i n which they ore t&twadt 
6*3 Sffect Gf ji^rrwvt on the 8ietribation of Resistance i n the Tre<» 
I t i s a well known f a c t that the r s s i s t a i ^ u of a Moisture 
absorbing d i e l e c t r i c changes with time while the direct 
current i s flowing <hrott{^ i t * I h i s i s of considerable 
ieportence i n the measurement of point-discharge through 
trees, for t h e i r resistances may be chajiged by an apj^rsciable 
atnount during the measuroBents* 
I f we apply a ce r t a i n constant D*C* voltage across the 
two electrodes of a tree, the current flow I ( t ) decreases with 
tiste t (reckoned from the instant when the c i r c u i t i s closed)* 
This current consists of three kinds namely the charging 
current J ( t ) , absorption current i^^t) and leakage current 
i j * The equation for these i s t 
^ ( t ) ° *1^*^ * V * * * S 
wliere I ^ ^ j , i j ( t ) and l g ( t ) v a r i e s with time t and i ^ i s 
independent of time* 
Reststc i^ce 
RESISTANCE VERSUS TIME OF CHARGING 
Time ^ins) 
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l^en V, C and H are respect ivoly the iopressed voltage^ 
the capacitfuu^e and resistanse of the tree between the electrodes 
the current i ^ t t ) i s given as a function of time t i n the 
follotring e^uationt 
Tbo capoeitance C and accordingly the product R and C are so 
Kftall that the current i^it) vanishes i n a short t i s e . 
Hwsrefore, t ^ ^ j « *2^*^ * 
After closing a dire c t current c i r c u i t containing a 
Sycaoore tree and constant voltage (0,5 v o l t s or 5 v o l t s ) , tho 
current flow I ( t ) was eircsured every one stinute (see the table 
6,1), ThQ r e s u l t s are j^iown i n the f i g . (6.1) i n i ^ i c h the 
change i n r e s i s t a m e instead of the currant X(t) i s shown 
with the synAiol 0. In general, i^^t) decreases with t i a e , 
i , e , ttm r e s i s t a m e increases! i ^ ^ ^ ^ disappears In a r e l a t i v e l y 
short ticm ( i . e . the current I ( t ) becomes equal to the constant 
current i ^ ) whoa the charging voltaoe i s higher (5 v o l t s ) . On 
contrary, i n the case of low charging voltage (0.5 v o l t s ) , 
the Current i ^ ( t } does contitmously dacrease during tha observing 
titits nsisely 20 sinutea. 
After the current flowed through the tree during 15 Minutes, 
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Table (6*1) 
0*5 v o l t s 1 5*0 v o l t s 
Tim 
(Min). 
tiorffisl }7averse 
i A A ) 
i fhtml 
\ (^A) 
1 Mevej 
0 0*67 
I 
1 I f 17 
1 " ' 
1 7.49 9.05 
1.0 0,48 0*87 6*63 7.96 
3*0 0.48 0.77 6.40 7.49 
3*0 0.5B 0*69 6*24 7.18 
4*0 0*35 0*64 6.16 6.94 
5*0 0*53 0*61 6*08 6*71 
6*0 0*31 0*5-7 6*01 6.59 
7*0 0*S8 0*55 5.97 6.55 
8*0 0,27 0*54 5.93 6*47 
9.0 0,25 0.5t 5.93 6.44 
10.0 0*23 0*49 5.89 6*40 
11*0 0*22 0*48 5.85 6*40 
13*0 0*20 0*45 5.85 
I 
6*32 
14*0 0*19 0*44 5.85 6.32 
. 15.0 1 
I 
0*lO 0*43 5.85 " 6.32 
the c i r c u i t was opened for two ttinutss, then the direction 
of the current was reverssd and itaaediatsly ths c i r c u i t was 
closed* the changes of the reverse current are ^ own i n ths 
f i g . (6.1) with syaibol X. 
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F i n a l l y the experietant was repeated by using a constant 
current, instead of a constant voltage and tba changes of the 
voltage drop were Gceasured every <me nimite, ttio c i r c u i t 
was opened for two ninutos, the direction of the current was 
reversed and iomediately the c i r c u i t was closed. The sane 
c o h s t ^ t current as i n the prev4e^ normal direction was made 
to flow i n ttte o p i ^ s i t e direction, % e r e s u l t s thus ebldned 
wort) s i m i l a r to those for a constant voltage. 
The increase of resistance can be attributed to one or 
more of the follcM^ing pheiiomenonss 
(1) Tho formation of a high contact resistance between the electrode 
and the tree 
(2) The drying of the anode region by elsctroewotic oovaaMtnt of 
water away from i t 
(3) The drying of the tree by Joule*s heating 
(4) The fomation of a back e,ta,f. 
6,4 yariation of the Resistance of tthe Tree with Applied '^•H^T* 
*::Vt:Hm& (19l4) demonstrated that ttiQ insulation r e s i s t a m e 
of sioiature absorbing d i e l e c t r i c s i s a functiMi of the applied 
voltage. Ho proposed a tlieory to eccotint for i t bauted upon the 
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r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of the absorbed lioisture by the e l e c t r i c f i e l d * 
the present investigation was undertaken c h i e f l y t s detervin* 
whether or not th<» re s i s t a n c s of a l i v i n g tjiPse i s affected 
by tha applied voltags* 
fho resistance of the tree i n di r e c t current c i r c u i t 
was a«asur€>d i n two vsyst 
( l ) rnatants»eous Current Method 
I f we close a c i r c u i t containing a battery and a galvanometer 
i n s e r i e s with the tree, the needle w i l l swing and stand s t i l l 
f o r a while* After tioting the reading of tlio galvantMwiter, the 
c i r c u i t i s opsnod at once, the tima required to tuke t h i s 
reading i s a*>out 5 sec* within which the charging current would 
have already vanished, and t h i s currant flow thus oseasored i s 
naood here *Instantaneous Current** 
When the instantanecvus current was maasured about 10 
times at int e r v a l s of one minute, the reading remained p r a c t i c a l l y 
tho Satne <mch tine* 
iifter the current bad flowed for <m« minute, the c i r c u i t 
was opened and then the iostantaneeus current was a^asiired svsry 
one minute* The readings were l i t t l e or not different* When 
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s i m i l a r proceas was c a r r i e d on with curient flow for a 
longer tiwo say 10 ninutea, the value while the current passing 
f o r 10 ttinutes decreased considerably. The instanianaoua current 
a f t e r the c i r c u i t was opened, gradually increased with tiioe 
and a f t e r about several hours, i t beeane aloost equal to 
i t s i n i t i a l value. 
Consequently the Measurenents of the resistance of the 
trae i n d i r e c t c i r c u i t wero perforned by nsans of the 
instantaneous current, Tho tr e e , when affect<»d by the current 
flow, was l e f t un'^used u n t i l the influence perfectly vonished. 
Ttie instantaneous currents ware measured as th^ applied e,B.f. 
was increased i n steps froii 1 to SUO v o l t s (see table 6 ,2) , 
F i g . (6,2) shews tho v a r i a t i o n of the resistance versus th» 
applied e.m,f, and soeas to be p r a c t i c a l l y constant over a wide 
range of voltage^ 
Ntn? i t i s evident that the current flow iicnediately 
a f t e r voltage application has two cmspoRents 
<1) A true d i r e c t current 
(8) A polarisjatien ciarrent which i s tiuKj dependentt 
I f the assunption i s mndo that the polariaation cojaponsnt i s 
sasall i n C(»3parison to true di r e c t current coaponent, fluctuations 
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- Volts 9 Instaatsneous Current Steady QarrMut 
\ ( > U A ) ( A A ) 
1*0 1*85 0*81 
i 
2*0 3.80 1.73 
3*0 5.76 2.79 
' 4*0 
i 
7.66 4*15 
; 5 .0 9.61 5.18 
14«49 8*77 i 
\ 10 19*58 13.63 5 i 1 12.5 16*48 i 
1 j 15 29.14 2a*34 i I 
i 30 
i 
39«04 28*82 i 
< 25 49.19 56.79 
i » 56*60 46*04 
; 50 100*08 79*45 
f i 
1 
: 100 2H}0*31 161*69 i 
150 303.11 243*93 
200 408*48 318*46 
300 6l4*08 
i n the polarization current with t i m do m t appreciately 
change ths t o t a l current flow* Thus neasurenents mads 
imeediately s f t e r voltage application give a good approximation 
of the di r e c t current conductivity because t h i s conponsnt j^doisinate* 
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furthermore a miniaasB of o l e c t r o l y t i c pjrodtrcts have acououtlated 
near the electrodes. 
(2) attpady Current Hethed 
As described i b Chapter (V-5) a ce r t a i n constant D,C* 
voltage was applied across the two electrodes of tho Sycamore 
tr e e , for about h a l f an hour or so t i l l the current becaorn 
constant. Ttui time rQi;iuired to reach t h i s constant value 
was BOMSh fiD»ller when the applied voltage was higher. Tho 
reading of t h i s steady value of current was taken, as the 
applied o,n.f. was increased i n steps froa about 1-200 v o l t s , 
(see table 6.2). 
I n t h i s case the relationship between voltage and current 
i s not only govomed by the resistance of the c i r c u i t i . e . the 
tree , but also by the resistances such as counter electromotive 
force due to polarization, 
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c fora of the resistance versus applied 
voltage curve i s i l l u s t r a t e d by the f i g , (6.2), The resistance 
of the tree a t lower voltages i s not independent of the applied 
e,a.f, but generally f a l l s with increasing voltage. At higher 
e.fflaf, than 50 v o l t s , tho resistance of the tree ^tows a constant 
value i , e , tho p o l a r i ^ t i o n e f f e c t beccoies negligible. 
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l^or applied m»m,t» of abottt leaa thnn 1 or 3 volt«t 
the resistanee i s skBor»iXIy high as o^nipared with it« v&iue 
at higher voltages* This charftcteristic would t>e expscted 
i f the tree conducts by the «leetrolysis of tho aqueous 
solutions which i t contAins* for the resistance of an 
e l e c t r o l y t i c ecUll i s abnormally high f or voltages of 
t h i s order i«e* l e s s than the decoajjosition potentials and 
over*voltage8> Wten an e*a*f» of about 1 volt or l e s s i s applied 
to the tree* t l ^ r e i s r e l a t i v e l y a larQe i n i t i a l current which 
rapidly f a l l s to a aanall residual current! and when the 
applied e«»*f« i s increased* t h i s process i e repeated but the 
residual current i s larger* 
behaviour i s t}ualitatively the saate as that of an 
e l e c t r o l y t i c c e l l i n the same range of voltage* the font 
of the curve shown i n the f i g * (6«S) could be predicted for 
voltages l e s s than 50 v o l t s , on the assuaiption that a tree 
i n between the two electrodes acts as an e l e c t r o l y t i c c e l l 
which develops a back e«e«f* of polarization, so the 
enormously high value of resistar»e at low voltages may be 
due to the back e*ia«f« of e l e c t r o l y t i c polarisation which 
becoaes negligible at high voltages* 
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6#5 Ckayt^Mation 
I n (jeneral the resistance of the tree iticroaM* with th« 
tlma o;f application of the voltage and reaches a saturation 
value rapidly for higher charging voltages* The behaviour 
of the resistjuice i n the reverse direction i e s i n i l a r but 
hare the v&lues ore s l i g h t l y s a o l l e r i the resistances i n the 
nertraLl and reverse directirais becooe almost equal for v^ry 
large ch^trging voltageB* 
Hie tBeasurestents of the resistance of the tr&e by 
instantaneous current method shows th^t there i s no Kvershed 
E f f e c t and so the masursamnts made immediately aft e r iSvB 
application of the voltage should give a good approxiwation 
of the diirect current conductivity of the tree* 
F i n a l l y the neasureannts isade v i t h the steady current 
csethod show that the insulation resistamse of the tree i s a 
decreasing function of the applied voltage* At low voltages 
the current-voltage curve for the tree c l o s e l y resaebles that 
of an e l e d t r o l y t i c c o l l and i t i s concluded that for voltages 
lower than about 50 v o l t s the decrease of resistance with 
increasing voltage i s caused by the pres«ioe of a back e*m*f* 
of e l e c t r o l y t i c polarization in the tree* 
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€H»PYSR V I I 
Point«'Diachftr!p[e Current and i t s Reletilon to Potential Gradient 
cpd Mind Sgggxit 
7*1 Introdtgitim^ 
I t i s well known that the phenooenon of point<^ischarge 
i n atisospheric e l e c t r i c i t y , occurs at trees and other exposed 
points when the atimspheric potential gradient becones 
s u f f i c i e n t l y great and t h i s plays an important part i n the 
transf e r of negative charge to the earth during 
stonss, to balance tlia a r r i v a l of positive charge d u r i i ^ f i n e 
weather* 
mnPPlM, and SCSi^g (1936) coDpared the point-discharge 
current through a single j ^ i n t with the sinultaneous potential 
gradient a t the earth's surface without taking into account 
the wind speed and found e n p i r i e a l l y a square law* CHIPLONKAR 
(1940) , mmSRBX (1934) and nUTCfUNSON (1951) have found a general 
agreestent with the above square law except the l a t t e r found 
*fujBi^* and also a tendency towards f i r s t power lear for 
high values of potential gradients* 
DAVIS ft SmDHXtiG (1947) were the f i r s t to show ih&t the 
point-discharge current increases with wind speed but they 
did not give any general formula* 
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criAtHm «. MAPUSOH (1955) ased a captive balloon and 
node «raasar«Bent9 of current 1$ wind spofod W and f i e l d P and 
obtained the following relatiemOiip esQ>iricallyi 
t « A( (1 ) 
wher« h e height of the point i P » pot* gradf at the ground* 
W^r an isolated pointy they i^howed theoretically that 
1 « A* <V)^* •<W)^^ U ) 
«^re V i s the potential difference betweco) the point and 
i t s surroundingsi V i s the wind speed, X i s the point diTCharge 
currenti A i s a constant and Gi a mnaber* not determined by 
the theory* 
For an eart!«»d point a t a height h i n a potential 
gradient V « Fh, i f the apace charge i n the height h i s 
neglected* Ate relatio n s ( l ) and (2 ) ore the sase i f Gl i s 
chosen to bo equal to 2»75* 
* I n order to distinguish between the d i f f e r ^ t omstanta 
involved, they are here given different symbolB froa those 
used i n the ori g i n a l papers* 
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KXHKHAt? ft CHALMERS <1957) using an isolated point on a 
least 2 7 » and 34ii high found a relationship of the fom 
t . B - M) (W • k) (3) 
where B« M & k are eonstantStt 
CHAPtUJj (1956), has suggested, on theoretical grounds 
that the rolatiomthip between point discharge current, po t r a t i a l 
gradient and wind speed lAiould be of tiie foras 
I « C (V * Vo) I T (4) 
where V i s the potential of ^ e point, r e l a t i v e to i t s surroundings, 
Vo the miniiouH value of the potantlai for starting the 
discharge, v i s the v e l o c i t y with which the ions are removed 
froa the neighbourhood of tha ^ i n t and C i s a constant* 
For no wiiul, TT i s proportlwial to V, since the ions 
are moved away only by the f i e l d , f o I » C V (V - Vo) 
This I s Qttlte s l s i l a r to the f o m t U of WHIPPLE & iJCRASE 
(1936) at high values of f i e l d * 
On tSut other hand for high wind, v i s proiM»rtional to 
W, so 
1 « C (V « Vo) m Cto (P * Po) V 
which i s not f a r frost rolati<m ( 5 ) » 
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QiEtpnem tested h i s fonaula by point to plane discharge 
i n s t i l l a i r , by point discharge i n a wind tunnel and by 
raeacureisents with a point on an a i r c r a f t , and found good 
agreoflsent* 
aiAUm<SiS (195?) r«-<nslysed the r e s u l t s of HAiLESON & 
{(inKHAN eund found thsit by »iitfibly choosing the c^itstants, t h e i r 
r s s o l i s could be presented i n a relatifmship very s i m i l a r to 
that of CIiA^4AN« I n f a c t he suggested that ir should be 
eixprossed a s a vector sun of tf and ov, giving 
i . K(V-Vo)(tf2 • n V ) * (5) 
so that aV represents the ion v e l o c i t y i n the f i e l d at right 
angle to wind ^pyed V* 
tAmB & FIERCE (1957) applied a high potential to a 
point i n nattoral winds end foutu) egre^sent with the expression ( 5 )« 
CKAUfEBS (1962a) derived t h e o r e t i c a l l y an aj^roziaate 
fonaula, on c e r t a i n assisBptionst between point discharge 
cunrent, f i e l d and wind speed of the f e r a 
1 m ZTfL (V-Vo) («^ • « V ) * (6 ) 
where the gya^ls have the usual iftiwiings« 
^ 65--. • 
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m w m & CHAl^t^ (1961) found that the cunf«nt froci a 
point a t tree^top height, agree® with tho r e l a t i o n ( 3 ) , so 
that the formila of VHIPPL?; ft SCDASB (1936) i s not oerreet, 
even for points a t such heights« when the wind i s talcen 
into account* 
7*2 i^ayeriwental ^Arrf^^ecer^ 
the apparatus used was of the sane form as <te»uribed i n 
Chapter IXX* A voltage upto about « was a j ^ l i e d to a 
horiisontal plate A fron a Brandenburg power «^ply while a 
plate B, 3»f^ or lOoa away, was connected to earth (sae 
f i g * 7 * l ) * the points used wore a l l s t e e l needles with sharp 
points of oinisum radius O£025ciB* These t i d i e s were passed 
through glass tubes of radius Q*164GS, the lower ends of which 
were c o n i ^ t o d to rt^d>er tubes frcm the oosQ^ressad a i r tap, while 
the needles wore soldered to wires, which were further connected 
to ano^er plate C* The t i p s of the needles should be i n 
f l u s h with the upper m4n of the glass tubes, since the speed 
of the wind decreases rapidly above theo* 
Holea were d r i l l e d i n B, so that the points along with the 
glass t t ^ e s should project through B* (see fig* 7 * 2 ) * these 
points wero arranged i n the form of a hexagMt, with one p o i i ^ 
i n ths centro and the holes were d r i l l e d so that the hexagonal 
FIGURE(7-2) 
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orrangewmts of different aiees could to used* the points 
projected tctti above B and were a l l connected to the plate C 
and through a galvaneoeter to earth* 
7*0 JNteasurepent of tfind Speed« 
Variouis ne^ods were t r i a d to meaeure the flow of a i r * 
Iho disadvantage of en ordinary Gas Meter i s that i t can stand 
pressure diffearenoe only equal to about a few inchas of water, 
so i t was quite unsuitable f o r the present purpose* The 
pressure drop along a P i t o t t « ^ can be used to aeasure the 
flcnr of a i r but i t was not found to be v«ry stseessful because 
of i t s inaccuracy* 
F i n a l l y a s e r i e s 3000 Flowmeter Model tQA3567S was used* 
I t could neasiiore a flow of 20«>26O L i t r e s per ainute, as detailed 
belowi* 
feiiperatore *• 60®F 
Safe woriUng prtissure of the instruioent 600 P*S*I*(»* 
The flow was nttcsured By the viisual indication of a s t a i n l e s s 
s t e e l f l o a t (iQSVt • 69) on a calibrated l i n e a r scale* I t had 
an accuracy of » 2$(* 
LU 
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the diaiaeter of the outlet of each glass tube was 0*3S8 cm 
(area of cross-section 0*035 sq.cB*) So with cmly a single 
point, a flow of about 25 litrea/niBute i s equivalent to a speed 
of 49 rsetrea per sec* I n the present investigation, a flow upto 
about 135 l i t r e s par lainute (i*e« 245 a/sec) was used* 
Moreover f o r a s i n g l e point, the pressure froo the 
laboratory ctmpressad a i r tap was high enough to give the required 
flow* S^t for the seven points^ a cotqirossad a i r cylinder was 
used, i n t ^ i c ^ case, the working pressure was adjusted to the 
requireiS range by a regulator* the a i r flow was eieasured only 
i n one ttd>e, on the aamaption that equal amounts of a i r flow 
i n a l l the seven tubes* Die detailed experiaental arrangegeBt 
i s shown inihe fig« (7*3)* 
7*4 fiesults 
F i r s t of a i l , the c^servations were taken with en arrangesent 
of p a r a l l e l plates, spaced about tOea apart, with the height of 
the point isQual to lea* t'or a c a r t e i n positive (or negative) 
voltas« on the plate A, the point discharge currents induced i n the 
point were aeasured for various values of wind speeds* The process 
was riip&ated, as the potential on the vippor plate A was increased 
i n steps upto a naziimia of about • 5C^V* With tl^ saae s a t of 
experimsntal «)rransement, the r e s u l t s were taken with seven points, 
as the distance d betwe^ then was varied frosi about 0*6 cm to 10 cts* 
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(see table 7«3 to 7*9). 
F i n a l l y the distance between the p a r a l l e l plates A and 
B was decreased fron about 10c« to 5e», keeping the r e s t 
of the apparatus URdisturttod and ^ e observations were again 
token i n t ) ^ soae way as described above ( s ^ table 7*1 and 7*2)* 
Before taking any s e t of 4^M»ervations the points were polished 
with a piece of p&^r because a f t e r blowing a high wind across 
it« the condition of the point changes* 
7*5 i ^ l i m i n a y y Apslysis of Hestilta 
I f wo &aseem that the r e l a t i o n (5) i s the test f i t to 
t t e r e s u l t s ^ we can write i t i n the following f o m i -
I • R(V - Vo) (W • «V) (7) 
because i n the preserrt casot the wind and the f i e l d are^the 
0«ie direction* 
ror eero wind speod^ tho above relati(»i becones 
I » K« V (\r*vo) (8) 
Now ttio W^ajBtt of ^^V versus V should give values of Ka and 
Vto* I t was found i n sm& cases that the calculated values of Vo 
was sovetrhat lower than the corresj^nding tnasured expericental 
valuei which i s due to the f a c t that the condition of the point 
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chaa0«a after btewino tha high wind Qr mttmr iiKhraina a bigh 
pe|nt-diB<fear0e ctarraat. This vas later cwtf inwiS hy taking 
MastarasMmta en a point without anjr wind, in which eaaa both 
ttm mxprnrimmtml and grmjblcmi valma wt were Marly Miual* 
do in the final analysie ef reaultSi this gra^lilcAl value of Ve 
wa« tiaed i.e* in the abeeoee ef wind, i^tttatiea (8) won aaBimed 
to be the baeie r e l a t i r a between point-diaehai^ ewrent and field* 
I 
Row frtai the relation (7>t the grai^ of (V-Vo) werstw IT 
ie a etmight l i e e , fro* which em can find tte waloe of K and a. 
I t i s f o ^ that both K and a are not cOTatutt but depend upon 
1^0 voltage f oa 1^ voltage inereaeee, K deereasea while a inereaaes, 
keeping the predoet Ka to be 6o«stont« 
Moreover the wal«on of K taaA a are elightly greater 
for 5eti than tOcm aeparation between the parallel platea A and B« 
Finally the valae of K i s ^ ^ t e r for anltiple pointo than a 
oingle point and inoreaaee aa ih» aeparaticm between the point* 
iaereaaea. 
7.6 Analyaia of Reattlte by Cowwiter 
to derive a relation «q>irically, between the point-discharge 
current I , the voltage V betwean the point and i t a anrrMMtdinga 
and the wind opMd mjmWMOT^ifLmatitiV'l* regreaaien analysia 
SfOTion 
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i a ItM al» of vhlcfa i s to obtain frnti t ^ roeordod data 
an aquation of tho fmni. 
MMHW y i a ^  dapatrfant variid»la« x^tx^ * * *a ^ iadapairtaat 
varidDlaa toct ^^t^g* "^n ^ re the regreaaiea ooaffiairata* i s 
tfeat part of f i a set aaxplaiaad 1^ s*» i n tba a^joatioa. 
A p r o p M * i S 17 vrittan by R*E.Qay of ttw Unitad 
St«ii Caaqpaaiaa Ltd.t Katbei^a», vaa ttndU the aathod af 
malyaia anployvd in ttiia praoranM i a tbet af BAaJistT u o ^ 
(1951). 
tfeia prauraaaa i a deaifpiad t o mabla n i l t i p i a r^raaaion 
analiraia to be carriad wot m any auabar of variiMaa upto 49 
oa an fsiliott 8 0 ^ C o t t a r with autaaatic floatias paint unit 
aatf 4096 vonto of atora«ai (79 variablaa i a tho l i n i t on a 
• i a i l a r aatebina vitb 8192 warte of atoraso)* IBiia binary tapa 
ean bo Miitarotf a t 4 0 0. 
In the Tgrmmuxi 8aaa, therawere thrats .variablaa, i . a . U«V and Xi 
By writing a aoaili praliainary prograoMt variablaa V^t VoV, 
X/Cv-Vo) and IV/(V-Vo) ««ra eaiq^iiad. Vban thia daU tapa haa 
1 
ba«i aatarod at 4(^« tbara i a aotonatiealiy an o ^ ^ of naant 
•iniwawt gHMUlnHn emA aigiaa for aaeh variabio. 
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fhe a e t r i x of c o f r o l a t i o n C M f f i c i e n t s m»y bo obtained 
by either the key board i«e» eater 446 or %it^ steering tape* 
iiegresaioa may be perforned under coi ^ l e t e control of the 
key board or hy the steioring tape* I t i s also possible to 
allow the analysis t o be perfomed autonaticslly, but i n the 
]p<r«s«nt caac i t was «mdertakeo adding and r e n o v i i ^ independent 
variables as desired front ths key boardi; 
fbs depoitdent variable wtst be addod f i r s t i«e* eiitcr 406 
t f i t h variable inad>er (no*! i n the pressnt case for «t 
bvittons of the keyboard* fbm residual «ean square and residual 
sum of s^usres w i l l bo the output together w i t h the degrees 
of fresdodi* In«^endent variebl«s nay bo i ^ e d (i*e« enter 
40^ with • variable mndaor) or r^nievod (i»o« enter 40? 
wi t h 1^^ a 05 and m variable mabfar} or the l a s t independent 
Voridible amy bo replaced by « new one ( i * e * enter 40? with 
w 03 «ir^  » new variable mMbers)* At t»Gh stage the 
r<»i^ Sfiion oquation i s output i n the fonc of i t s eeafficicnts b^, 
b • «• b together with t h e i r standard vrrwn <r.p I the noduli 
* . IS 
of the t - r A t i e * Theees^atage of the o r i g i n a l sum of sQuares 
e c ^ a i n t d by the regression i s a i m giv«t* 
Using the rscorded data, the regrossion analysis was 
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earrlod out en the following egioatioGmto 
(1) I » | l ^ ^ ^ y ^ j ( ^ • O j A 
m I • V (v«vo) in * 
(3) % n«3 (V-Vo) {V • OjV) 
(5) ' * 1 ^ (V*Vo) {w • V *V • V5»)] 
(6) I mm (P«^) (V • ag) p ^  (V-Vo) (tf • a^) 
t^aro K1«K2.**.**1C6 and a^*«..««ag are a l l caastaats, of 
oourae of diff«r«nt Bssmitodes. 
H m Hei0ht o f the point. 
V - Potential of tfee point w.r.t* i t a surroundinoa w i t h Ve 
aa it« (iinimas valiMta 
% m HiniflMB wind sQjeed, at which cerona current i s affected 
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Yabie (7.10) 
DiataiMie between the piatea A and ll» 
5.0 CB 10«0 cs 
Constanta i^eofitive Point •ve IN^int «ve Point • ve Point 
K l S*35ael6*® 0*8 2.0(3*10 1.443(10'* 1.51x10"® 
5.69x10*® 2.16x10'*® 1.50BS10*^ 
0*54x10"** O.SOjtlO*** 0.3B»10*** 0.38jtl0"** 
• i s-sixao**^ 3.97X10*' 5.3?»io"^ 3.66x10*^ 
0.^ 0#3l 0.41 0.50 
*3 0*23 0.14 0.17 0.11 
j| Sistarace 
between the 
Points i n 
Cai 
Kl 
0.6 
2.0 
5.0 
7.5 
10.0 
4.66x10' 4.69x10 -8 tt.15x10 •11 
9.17x10 r 8 ^.59x10 r8 ^29x10 r l l 
5*18x10 
2«65xl0" 
-5 
.-8 .•11 1.19x10^ te.83xie • a.83fltio ** M ^ x i o 
^ 0 % 1 0 -8 .-8 " • l l B#91xlO^ P.15X10- • 6.66xl0 .•5 
1.60x10 r 6 t TTxlo"^ 3.91*10'"** 6.66: 
).»7 
>.a4 
>.40 
>.48 
f*4l 
).09 
) ; i i 
>*19 
>.18 
.19 
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fho above equations (»m be w r i t t e n i n the forms 
respectively* 
K l 
1 
» K5 
?*Vo' '1 
V.Vo V «jV 
Wo 
2-*) • o ^ - •jVoV) 
T • t e s t t^KRred that out o f a l l the above equations, the order 
of the f i r s t thr<»e best f i t equatieos i s 
I - | i (T-Vo> (*r • SjV*) (9) 
I • ^  (V»Vo) <¥ • SgV) (10) 
I « KS itv-Vo) (II • SjV) i l l ) 
t able (7.10) 8h€ws the values of KI9 K2, K5« «md s^ 
f o r the s i i ^ l e ^ i n t m w e l l as tba fpoltiple points, as evaluated 
by CcnaiiQter. 
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7«7* <^ fflftclnB4on 
tb» results <4t»tained with the eoq^ioents, described i t i 
t h i s chapter has p r a c t i c a l l y no r e l a t i o n with any of the eocperinsnts 
done 1^ the previous ^xfcers, a»y bo pOTh^s the directioa c f the 
wind applied here i s p a r a l l e l t o the point discharge cunrent, 
qu i t s d i f f e r e n t f r o n the natural conditions w^ere i t i s usualiy 
I^rpendieulsr* 
^ez^eever i f we assune the equation (8) t o be the basic 
equation between the peint<*4i8charge current and f i e l d without 
any tittttd end revise i t including the wind factor, so that 
i t r^saina i n on arrsfHKn^nt ceatsisteat with th& c o r n e r , the 
equations (9) and ( l l ) seen t o bo the choice, f r a l i a i n a r y 
analysis j9Sho»ed that i n eqiuation (11) (which i s the sans as 
oquation (9))t £3 oxtd «^ are not e<mstants l ^ t depend upon 
V i n way t o bo consistent w i ^ the i^iuatiea ( 9 ) . So 42ke 
conclusion i s that the squation (9) seess t o be the best r e l a t i e a 
between the p o ^ t t * K l i s G h a r g e eurreat, wind speed and f i e l d * 
I t i s clear fires the table (7*20) that the constant K l i s 
s l i g h t l y greater f o r 5c» t^m tOem separation between the plates, 
i n agreettent w i t h tits results o f Chapt<R' I I . Also tho c^istant 
K l i s greater f o r tmiltiple points than f o r a s i t ^ e point and 
increases as the separation between the points increases, again i n 
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agireoiuent w i t h the reaults of Chapter lit* Mointe^^er the 
constant a^ i a greater f o r 5cm than f o r lOeat a«parati<m between 
the pXatea and eeaaffi t o be pr a e t l e a l l y the daae f o r n a l t i p i o 
pointa w i t h a l i t t i e or n» inereaae f«r (greater aeparationa 
between the pointai the eattee f o r t h i s behowioor i a not well 
imderetoodt thottgh i t i s lil»iy t o be t i e d up with the v a r i a t i ^ w 
of K l . 
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CHAPT«« Vitt 
^aanareiwa^te «a Peint»l>iac|wrBe 
8*1 j[ntr»dm;tion 
the pioneering investigations of 7RICHEL ( 1 9 3 8 ) en 
]^int*>diaehstrge in point to plane geenetry have shewn that 
for a negative point* the diaeharge <mrrent cons lata of regular 
puloeai the frequency of which, at aedarate currente, increasea 
in proportion to the current* ao that the quantity of charge 
per pulae rooaina nearly eonatant. 
um^ ft Ptmcs ( 1 9 5 5 ) ehewed that the current through 
a netal point in th«^  atisosi^ra below a thuuuu.clet^l alao 
consists of pulsea. PXERCS« NADX^B and HcKINl«>li ( 1 9 6 0 ) 
made cotoprehenaive inveetigetioaa in the laboratory and found 
a continuous occurence of fanilied lErichel pulaca* The 
pulsea of each fanlly are of unifora also but aigplitude differs 
fr«Bi family to faaily, LOSB ( 1 9 6 5 ) has reviewed the pheBMsenon^ 
giving a sore clear picture of the aM^umiss responsible for the 
pulses. 
For natural point disciiuirge outdoors* CHAUSSS and 
HAPLgSOK (1955) f i r s t and others later have found that an inereaae 
of wind speed ircreaaes the point discharge current* 
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Recently C»AU»5S«S < 1 9 6 5 ) blew a i r nearly fiarallel to 
the direction of the electron current froa the poitit, with the 
results that the current inoreesed while the repetition 
frequency of the pulses decreased, which ii^plios th«t iSi» 
averago ehar|te ^ r pulse tmat have increased* This anhancesMmt 
of ionlsAtioii in wind bldm coronas has also been observed 
by NYQAAnO (I96€a)* 
NYGAAHil (1966b} found fi»re recently that for a i r flow 
perpendict;d«r t o on anti*p3rallel to the electrwi current, 
there occurs a very prenetuwed increase in the average charge 
per pulse* On Uie other faatui for winds blowing pttrallol 
to the electron current^ very l i t t l e increase in charge per 
pulee Qccxira* 
8*2 Ap|>ag«tae 
The S3?p«rattt8 used was of the SSKO fom as described in 
eh&pter \^ I« liae point used was a steel nieedle with sharp 
point of iBiniwtn radius 0«0025<i«* C^he point discharge was 
induced in the point by aounting i t in an a r t i f i c i a l field 
between two parallel plates, spaeed about apart and ttm 
height of the point was adjusted to be equal to ten* The point-
discharge current was N«asured by c«B»ctit^ the point to earth 
through « 9Alv»n«tnit«r« puis* bch«triotir of ttt« point* 
dii^hnrge was studied by wMEn« ef ft catl^de r«y o«cill«8Copft) 
which w*9 eotmeetedi i n s s r t e s with tiM oalvaiMM^ter and waa 
i ^ ^ t e 4 with a resistanoa of ahoot I85O Qtman to r a d i ^ i t a 
tiiae canetant* 
^ a i r otraaiB f roa the laboratory coa^raaae^ a i r m i ^ l y 
ma avail«d>le to provi^lo a vindi wbieh 9mld be Hept f a i r l y 
constant f or any p a r t i c u l a r ebsanratieb andi itata of flow 
was wmmxpeA by neans edT a f l o a t type flowaetar* I t waa 
arraasad to ^  v o r t i c a l i*e« m a r l y along the diraction of tlw 
oain olaetron ctsrront flow f r o * 1 ^ point* 
3*5 Reaolts 
f i r s t tho WMuniranenta vera ande without aisy wind» For 
differcmt voltagea on tha iWtm {>late A, tho point diacharsa 
curr<mtB throngh tho •iteroaaHeter were measurad* Whan thi a 
current eacceodad about 3 <3»r 4/'- A, i t consisted of ^ s e a 
regular enou0h to be reeegniaad with tho trisgarod tiiM»-baaa 
of tho osctlloaeope, and i t was posaible to oatiauto tha t i s a 
i n t e r v a l a batweon tho pttlaaet the I n i t i a l feoid^ta or eaplitadea 
of t ^ {Mlsea on tha oacilleisco]^« Assuttlno t h a t the decay 
of tho ^ l a a a mm exponontialt the tiise emiatanta were also noted* 
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t h i s exp^rioent. ¥m» r^tmatvA using ^tSt&ptoA 
KTind 0fe«d9 necufturcoients mde of the cerrttspendiog 
vaiti«9 ot point disehATSft cur»«nt9» pulse i i t t e r v e l * «nd 
BKpliiiulea ot fo^^a «tc» fRbltt (8*1) shows aemtt of th« 
revtilts f o r 4iitf«rs»t sjwfttte «aa tha charge per pul*« i» 
calculated t r ^ tlta r a t i o of the Aver*se 6urrttnt and tKe 
csfr«apeii4in9 trtntatsmf* 
"Thtt fraiiUAncy th« pulses waa e^leul&tsd froon tinb 
pulfl&*ifiit«rv&l aad so tl)t«i ehsrot P«r palse vas found trem 
t h 9 r a t i o of the aver«^ current as ^ivan tsy tite galvanoMtsr 
snd the corrttspsttdlng frequeney «>f tUo pulses (Netlied %)» 
I f va assu»3 that the poises decay «:^p9^xtlall]r, «re 
a l s o f i n d the cluirde per jnilsa by intogratins the a c t t a l 
currant ever the tinie ef decay (Iftrtbod I I ) • 
t e t *A* he the initi»l AmCm c o ^ l i ^ i ^ of the curreatt t 
he the pilseointertrel and the t l v e c<mst«nt« Steh 
Q . f A e * ^ ^ « e AVU-e** /^) 
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soo lOOO 
Frequency ^ C ) 
isoo 
11^ 
H^* (8*1} shews the variation of corrimtt voltage 
and charge par pulse ( a s evaluated by hotli the oethodsl agaiBst 
I t i s Qoite d e a r that the ffmjvteiicy of the pulses 
IftereaMs with tha incraase i n earrentt giving ^targe per 
pulse of the order of 26 10 C and i s depead«Bit ef the 
dlaweter i»t the diirtthargiiig pein^* At very hiifii c«rrents« 
there i s « divergence f r o s t h i s l i i ^ r Isv^ i n the sense 
that the trmqumef greirs vers irti^idly than does the cturrant 
and thus ro^tacing the ch^Mttid per palse* H i l s investigation 
i s <}Qite i n agreenent v i t h the previous irezlGers* 
^ e nest interesting thiv^j i s that the i s altrayg 
l e s s Ihan Q^i ^ e divergeoee i s more at hi$^ currents* The 
r e a s o n are quite CbvieeSt f i r s t l y because ^ e j^int^discharge 
{oilses are net q^ite oxponantiol and seoendly because the 
peinti^echarge eummt i s cMQ>eMd ef both Q^C, and A*C» 
cpiponents* the forMr i s net taken into acc«mt whan mking 
tseasureiBents with the osGilleseepo* 
f i<S* (3*2) sNnrs *h» v a r i a t i o n e f versus the wind 
speed for various plate voltagee* Since the wind was applied 
p a r a l l e l to the directi<m of tim electron current» a very 
high value vas ot^dM to get a neti(»ble effect* As tiw vind 
CHARGE/PULSE AGAINST 
WIND SPEED 
30hv 
30kv 
V32-Skv 
MS 
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apeed incraaaeay the anplitudo of the ^ s a a increosaa* the 
froquancy decraaaaat gltring a corresponding i ^ ^ aae In charge 
per p i l s e * A a l o i l a r t y ^ of plateau oeetura ot ^ >out 14? ^/a* 
m waa observed by HYGAASO (1966b)* 
Incidentally^ tha r a t i o of the ^ u t n t i t y of charge per 
S ^ a a with and wi^umt wind i a f a i r l y cloae to t l ^ r a t i e ef the 
i n i t i a l a i ^ i t u d e a t so i t followa that the 'ahaiia* of the pulae 
i s unaltered by the wind* 
fhe e f f e c t can be underate^ i f one coaaidara the ^ tgraical 
a ^ h a n i a n of Trich o l pulses* I t l a generally agreed ^ t ( s e e 
hO&Si <195S>)the negative a^tce^charge (probably o" iotta) prodaeed 
i n the v i c i n i t y of the cathode point w i l l rechica the l o c a l e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d to sneh an extent that the diacharge emrent w i l l be 
chatted* When a i r i a blowing past the eathode« aom of the 
negative i^aa w i l l be r«»ovod, thereby allowing a further growth 
of the current pulae, a new oM can develop only when the negative 
irnis have d r i f t e d s u f f i c i e n t l y f a r away f r e a the cathode region* 
These ions can be drif t e d aifay by a cwsparattvoly low i^nd apeed 
when i t i e blown a n t l - ^ a l l e l or perpendicular to tha electro© 
current* On ttu» other hamd a v ^ . high wind «p«ed i a needed to 
blotf thea p a r a l l e l to electron curr«nt« NtGAABD (1^ 6 b ) 
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suggested t h a t i t i s pr«*ahly due to the *aet that the region 
of the negative ien praductlen i s very close to and i n iSm 
vrake of ihs catho<]to t i p and v i l l i thereferoi not be affected 
by sfiKtll vinds* This my he the reason why he could not 
observe any change i n tto discharge paraiseters f or lev wind 
speeds* 
Ai^ther p o s s i b i l i t y as i^ggeaied by cmim& 
i s that the aetra supply of eir» with i t s accw^panying iens« 
May help to ^prsvide laore ions i n the pulse* Vith nere charge 
i n the pulse* i t imtst t ) d ^ l^mger f o r the c h a t ^ to c l e a r 
away, but the wind a s s i s t s i n clearing tbe charge, so that the 
itKrease ta the i n t e r v a l between the pulses i s net as great 
as the increase i n the charge pear pulse* 
The quantity e f charge per pulsei as calculated by two 
ffietheds* a ^ s that 0^ (Hsthed I | ) i s always l e s s than 
(Method l ) i the divergwice i s wore at high currents* The 
reasons f or ^ i s deviation are wcpldicnd due te the f a c t that 
the point discharge pulses are not quite exponential and e l s e 
^ D*C* ciwpmtent e f these pulses Ss neglected while wdcing 
tewidsurenents* 
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Hie atudy of tite e f f e c t of winda upon the point* 
diacharga c u ^ e n t ptilaea i^nra that «dian the wind i a applied 
p a r a l l e l to i3m electr^m curreEVt* the quantity of charge iwr 
puloa itKjreaaea, l i n e a r l y n t f i r a t and then reaches a 
saturation atage a t about 14? q/seci a very high wiiad i a 
needed $o get a netieable e f f e c t * ^ r e s u l t s are eloaely 
i a agrecnsnt with those ef KfQAAR^f vtm wuSm aaaaureawnte 
with the a i r flew poj^pendieular to or anti«>parallel to the 
electron current i ho found the saaa type of plateau a t abwt 
lea/seCt vofy «nich amaller ^ a n the presMtnt investigationa* 
fbe reaaMt f o r t h i s divergence i s e^rplaiUuid due to the f a c t 
that the region of negative ion preduetien i very aueh 
clOMT to the catlMide t i p and w i l l be affected only by large 
winds* 
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CHAPTER PC 
Su^gei|tiotiit^ ,for .^ytotfi^r Vatii 
I t nay be useful t e e«ni^re peint discharge currents 
f r i w s i n g l e aiiid nraltiple points «»der natural »ta»spherie 
conditions at auch places en the earth where peint-diecharge 
i s ceanon, e l s e to carry eut further week with points of varying 
separation i n order t e inrestigate the e f f e c t s ef wind^i^teed 
OB the point'discharge currents threu{^ such arrays* 
As i t i s inportant^ both fre a consideratiena of the 
transfer of charge between clouds and ground and i n cenneetion 
with r e l a t i o n s between precipitation currents and point-discharge 
to be able to detenaios the true point discharge current 
density correspending to the oeasured peint discharge current 
through a partictdar point* i t i s es s e n t i a l t e veric with 
tr(»s because they fetna an isiportsnt i t e a i n the transfer e f 
e l e c t r i c i t y * Se f o r t h i s j»A)rpese i t i s receamrHled te use 
thtr ciibe law which has been v e r i f i e d ejqperiae^ttally under 
controlled cencSitians and has saaie theeretioal support* Horeover 
i t would be advisable to include the e f f e c t of t;.v> wind en the 
current throuj^ trees* 
I t night be interesting to study the Trichel pulses i n 
a treSt gr<nm i n an insulated dustbin* I f i t i s conf irMSd 
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t h ^ t the point discharga current oceura i n pulaes and a cenvanieiKt 
tBothod i a deaigned to count them, a tree night act as the pritMry 
of a tranaforieer wound en nagnetic cere round it« the secondary 
current would then depend vijifm ttm changes i n the tree current* 
fh9 pulses might then be aaq^lifiodt nsasured and oettnted» the 
integration of which i^ould give the t o t a l current* 
Hie point discharge ions front a tree produce an effect en 
the potential gradient a t the ground nore on the leeward than on 
the' windward side* By eoRp«irisen of valuaa of potential gradient 
on e i t h e r side« i t i s peasible to deduce the point discharge 
current, imowit^ the wind apeed* (See KAUKS and CimMi»S (1960))* 
An eisctensien of the sane to the a»a«ur«MBeats of apaceM:harge down 
wind (as susgested by B i ^ , COLLIE, RUTCfiZiiSOlf and aiAUfiiS^ (I965)) 
s i g h t be a very u s e ^ l mthed to ncafiure the t o t a l point diacharge 
current <town trees* Naaauresents of t h i s kind can bo dena 
en i s o l a t e d t r e e s of different ahapea or a s a a l l woedt en a 
continuing b a s i s and h^ica to find the wOl^idMridc contributiMt 
of the t o t a l point discharge ourrent* 
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